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Kim Dam-Johansen
Professor, Head of Department

HEAD OF DEPARTmENT

LEADINg THE WAy IN A CHANgINg WORLD

The world is changing. The present 

challenges differ from previous chal-

lenges – and we can be certain that 

next year will be different from this 

year. DTU Chemical Engineering 

has always been characterized as a 

dynamic organization ready to make 

timely changes in the way we work, 

the way we are organized and how we 

cooperate with our main stakeholders: 

brilliant undergraduate and graduate 

students, peers from academia all over 

the world and our demanding and 

loyal industrial partners who meet 

the pressure from their individual 

markets – to be still more effective – 

to launch new and improved pro-

ducts and continuously to improve 

their competitiveness through higher 

efficiency, lower environmental foot-

prints and by being attractive for the 

best graduates.

Constant Development to meet Fu-
ture Challenges
Over the last decade we have grown 

and developed the department signifi-

cantly. We have merged in the bache-

lor of engineering education from the 

previous Engineering Academy, we 

have initiated the transformation of 

the department to include and grow 

the fields of Biochemical Engineering 

and Quantitative Product Design. We 

have step by step made the needed 

organizational changes and we have 

recruited brilliant Faculty members 

to lead the development. Today our 

activities within the new fields are 

fully integrated in both research and 

education. In other words we have 

moved the traditional Chemical Engi-

neering activities linked to fossil fuels 

and energy systems into a modern 

Chemical and Biochemical Enginee-

ring department which in addition to 

the traditional and still very impor-

tant fields also covers biotechnology, 
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pharma products and production, ad-

vanced soft materials, and formulated 

product design based on chemical 

engineering principles.

Significant Infusion of Skills and 
Competencies
Having succeeded in this develop-

ment, 2012 was the year to make yet 

another important step by integration 

of activities from the previous Risø 

National Laboratory. On 1 January 

we welcomed around 80 new employ-

ees to our department, we reorgani-

zed our activities by merging in three 

groups in three existing research cen-

ters (PROCESS, BioEng and CHEC) 

at the department and by forming a 

new research center named ECO, with 

its main future focus on industrial 

ecology and sustainability in chemical 

and biochemical engineering. We ex-

pect this center to develop its activi-

ties over the coming years to become 

an integrated part of our core disci-

plines and to develop its field towards 

quantitative and well-defined meth-

ods to product and process sustaina-

bility evaluation based not only on 

economic considerations but also on 

well-defined evaluation of environ-

mental and climate footprints. On our 

teaching, this has already led to the 

development of three new courses on 

industrial ecology.

Reinforced International Cooperation
Another important development du-

ring 2012 has been our new focus on 

the cooperation with peers in Asia. 

We have established cooperation with 

Korean Advanced Institute of Science 

and Technology (KAIST) and we are 

presently working on a new education 

in Chemical and Biochemical Engi-

neering with special focus on Bio-

mass and Energy to be taught from 

September 2013 in Beijing in coop-

eration with especially Institute of 

Process Engineering (CAS) as part of 

the Sino-Danish Center for Research 

and Education. 

A Valued Asset – Our Employees
The success of the department is de-

pendent on our ability to attract the 

right people – employees and students 

– and to form a productive, deman-

ding and inspiring environment. This 

year I can welcome four new Faculty 

members: Research Specialist Hanne 

Østergaard, Professor MSA Kim Pile-

gaard, Associate professors Manuel 

Pinelo and Ulrich Krühne. 

Together with colleagues at the de-

partment, I am convinced that our 

new faculty members will strengthen 

our capabilities for leading the way 

and continuously break new ground 

in the exciting world of chemical and 

biochemical engineering and thus 

prepare society and strengthen our in-

dustrial partners for the future.

I hope you will enjoy reading our 

2012 Annual Report.

Kim Dam-Johansen
Professor, Head of Department
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RESEARCH CENTRES & 
RESEARCH AREAS

AT CERE – Applied Thermodyna-
mics – Center for Energy Resources 
Engineering 

BIOENG – Center for BioProcess 
Engineering

CAPEC – Computer Aided Process-
Product Engineering Center

CHEC RESEARCH CENTER

DPC – Danish Polymer Center

ECO – Ecosystems and Environmen-
tal Sustainability

PROCESS – Center for Process Engi-
neering and Technology 
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AT CERE is a dynamic research group 

with an excellent track record and 

international reputation in the areas 

of applied thermodynamics, trans-

port processes, and mathematical 

modeling. The center is committed 

to perform high quality experimental 

and theoretical research with inter-

national impact. There are extensive 

collaborations, first of all within 

CERE and DTU Chemical Engineering 

but also with universities and indu-

stries around the world. It shares the 

same industry consortium with CERE 

which in 2012 includes 29 compa-

nies, of which 22 are international.

Contact 

Professor georgios Kontogeorgis

gk@kt.dtu.dk 

Phone: +45 4525 2859

APPLIED THERmODYNAmICS 

- CENTER FOR ENERGY 

RESOURCES ENGINEERING

AT CERE

THE CENTER IN BRIEF
AT CERE is the section of CERE at DTU 
Chemical Engineering. CERE was cre-
ated in 2009, as a continuation and ex-
tension of the IVC-SEP center, and has 
activities across DTU. At DTU Chemical 
Engineering the main contributions 
are within the area of applied thermo-
dynamics, mathematical modeling and 
transport in porous media. In close 
collaboration with industry, relevant 
authorities and international research 
organizations, the scientific results from 
AT CERE are implemented in various 
industrial products and processes. 
AT CERE has five faculty members at 
DTU Chemical Engineering. These are 
Professor Georgios M. Kontogeorgis, 
Associate Professors Nicolas von Solms, 
Alexander Shapiro, Kaj Thomsen and 
Assistant Professor Philip Fosbøl. With 
the center are also associated a strong 

technical and administrative staff as 
well as a software manager.

The main activities of AT CERE are in 
the areas of complex solutions (includ-
ing polymers, electrolytes, biomolecules 
and associating chemicals), nonequilib-
rium thermodynamics (diffusion and 
thermo diffusion), and simulation of 
petroleum recovery processes. These 
skills are applied in several research 
projects of strategic importance such as 
CO

2
 capture and storage, flow assurance 

and Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR).
CERE’s Industrial Consortium is a 
valuable asset for research and educa-
tion at DTU. Many companies provide 
financial support for research projects 
in addition to the membership. For in-
stance, the Chemicals in Gas Processing 
project (CHIGP), which is extensively 
sponsored by industrial partners (cur-

rently by Statoil, Gassco, DONG Energy, 
BP, and Petrobras).

RESEARCH AREAS AND ExAMPLES 
OF RESEARCH PROJECTS  
The research activities at AT CERE are 
divided into the following three main 
activities:

 c Thermodynamics and transport 
properties for petroleum and for 
complex fluids (associating fluids, 
polymers, electrolytes, surfactants, 
biomolecules)

 c CO
2
 capture and storage (CCS)

 c Reservoir engineering and petro-
leum fluids - enhanced oil recovery 
(EOR)

Thermodynamics and mathematical 
modeling are the key disciplines, ac-
companied with modeling of transport 
properties, physical chemistry (espe-
cially colloids and interfaces), reaction 

RESEARCH CENTRES & RESEARCH AREAS
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From left, Philip Fosbøl and Kaj Thomsen discussing the newly developed CERE extended UNIQUAC software package for Aspen Plus. Here it is applied to 
an electrolytic simulation of CO

2
 capture, using high pressure ammonia.

engineering and material science espe-
cially polymers.  

Major deliverables include the devel-
opment of databases (e.g. on electro-
lytes) and thermodynamic/unit opera-
tion software in diverse forms: 

 c SPECS for academic/educational 
use

 c CAPE-OPEN / ASPEN user models 
– so that thermodynamic models 
can be used in commercial simula-
tors

Another important activity are the 
PhD courses organized by the center’s 
faculty on computational aspects and 
algorithms for thermodynamic calcula-
tions (Michael Michelsen), petroleum 
thermodynamics (Alexander Shapiro), 

electrolytes (Kaj Thomsen) as well as 
statistical thermodynamics and molecu-
lar simulation (Nicolas von Solms and 
visiting professors).
Finally, the experimental facilities in-
clude measurements of thermodynamic 
and transport properties at low and 
high pressures as well as oil applications 
including a CT-Scanner. The experi-
mental activities are led by Nicolas von 
Solms and supported by a competent 
team of 5 technicians. 

A few examples of major (on-going) 
research projects are briefly outlined 
below.

THE CHIgP PROJECT
CHIGP (Chemicals in Gas Processing) 
is a joint industry project which started 

in 2003. Currently the participating 
companies are Statoil, BP, DONG En-
ergy, GASSCO, Petrobras (who joined 
in 2012), while previously (over 6 years 
each) TOTAL and Maersk Oil have also 
participated.
The target of the project is the develop-
ment, support and dissemination of an 
advanced thermodynamic model, the 
CPA (Cubic-Plus-Association) equation 
of state. Emphasis is given on applica-
tions of interest to the petroleum and 
chemical companies.
The results are disseminated to the par-
ticipating companies via CAPE-OPEN 
compliant modules and user-models for 
the ASPEN process simulator, all pro-
vided via a dedicated web-site.
 

RESEARCH CENTRES & RESEARCH AREAS
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Associate Professor Alexander Shapiro and his PhD students Amalia Halim (on the left) and Alsu Khusainova (in the middle) are discussing formation of 
emulsions and microemulsions due to interaction of oil with different solutions, containing various types of bacteria or enzymes.

POLyMERS
Polymer thermodynamics has tradition-
ally been a focus area for the center, 
and various thermodynamic models 
have been developed, e.g. extensions of 
UNIFAC and cubic equations of state 
to polymer solutions and more recently 
the development of an equation of state 
(simplified PC-SAFT). The latter has 
been used in various applications for 
mixtures including polymers at low and 
high pressures. One application, in col-
laboration with NKT Flexibles, is the 
modeling of gas-polymer interactions 
(solubility and swelling) at high pres-
sures. Another polymer-related project, 
in collaboration with Danisco, was the 
study of the migration of plasticizers 
from PVC, a study which combined 

mathematical modeling and molecular 
simulation tools.

ELECTROLyTES
Electrolytes are present in numerous 
applications in the petroleum, energy 
and chemical companies. In many of 
these applications are present mixed 
solvents and salts over broad T/P condi-
tions, e.g. for predicting scale deposition 
in oil and gas production.
Major activities include the develop-
ment of the extended UNIQUAC mod-
el, e.g. for applications related to CCS 
(see below) and recently also electrolyte 
equations of state (e.g. the extension of 
CPA mentioned above to electrolytes). 
Other applications where we will focus 
in the future include energy storage in 

salt solutions and in phase change ma-
terials as well as recovery of phosphate 
from biomass.

gAS HyDRATES
Gas hydrates are typically considered a 
nuisance during oil & gas production 
and transport and should be avoided at 
any cost. For this reason, large amounts 
of thermodynamic inhibitors (metha-
nol, glycols) are used. Even though 
advanced models (like CPA) can ac-
curately model the thermodynamic 
properties of oil-gas-water-inhibitor 
systems which is important for the 
optimum use of these chemicals, still 
these are needed in big amounts and 
they are nasty chemicals! In collabora-
tion with cryobiologists from Roskilde 
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Akzo Nobel (NL)

BP (gB)

Chevron (US)

Conocophillips (US)

DONg Energy A/S (DK)

Eni (IT)

ExxonMobil (US)

gASSCO (NO)

gDF-SUEZ (FR)

Haldor Topsøe (DK)

Hess (DK)

Infochem (gB)

Linde (DE)

Maersk Oil (DK)

National Oilwell Varco (US)

Petrobras (BR)

RWE (DE)

Saudi Aramco (SA)

Schlumberger (US)

Shell (NL)

Sinopec (CN)

Statoil (NO)

SQM (CL)

Total (FR)

Vattenfall A/S (DK)

Welltec (DK)

Lloyd’s Register ODS (DK)

IFP (FR)

OMV (AT)

In 2012 the CERE Consortium 
consisted of the following members:

University, we have looked at a very 
promising alternative, the use of the 
much more environmentally friendly 
anti-freeze proteins from arctic fish and 
insects as potential kinetic inhibitors of 
gas hydrates. The first results using these 
novel protein inhibitors are promising, 
and future challenges involve changing 
them in biochemical ways in order to 
become more effective and producing 
these proteins in larger amounts, e.g. via 
fermentation so that they can be tested 
in practical applications.

CARBON CAPTURE AND STORAgE 
(CCS)
CCS has been named by the US acad-
emy of engineering as one of the 14 
grand challenges for engineers in the 
21st century. In close collaboration with 
power companies (DONG Energy, Vat-
tenfall) & other universities (via several 
EU-funded projects) and centers we 
have over the last 10 years carried out 
an extensive research program focusing 
on post-combustion capture of CO

2
. 

In this direction, we have investigated 
the capabilities of various solvents (al-
kanolamines, chilled ammonia, ionic 
liquids, amino acids, carbonates, etc.) 
for capturing CO

2
 from coal-fired pow-

er plants. Both experimental (lab and 
pilot-scale) and modeling studies have 
been carried out. 

ENHANCED OIL RECOVERy 
RESEARCH
We participate in a series of innovative 
projects in the area of enhanced oil re-
covery (EOR).
Studies of the salinity effect on EOR 
have been carried out in the framework 

of the large ADORE project followed by 
the current SMARTWATER project. The 
last project is supported by the Danish 
Energy Agency and the petroleum com-
panies: Maersk Oil and Gas, and DONG 
Energy. The project is run in collabora-
tion with DTU Civil Engineering (Pro-
fessor Ida Fabricius, coordinator of the 
project).  Massive flooding experiments 
under varying salinity conditions are 
planned in the SMARTWATER pro-
gram. These studies will be followed by 
the studies of the rock-oil-brine interac-
tions and advanced thermodynamic and 
hydrodynamic modeling.

Another project, BIOREC, deals with 
the application of biological agents 
in petroleum industry. Three Ph.D. 
students and three post-doctoral re-
searchers are currently working at AT 
CERE on the project, supported by the 
Danish National Advanced Technology 
Foundation, and the companies: Maersk 
Oil and Gas, DONG Energy, and No-
vozymes. The project is run in collabo-
ration with the Danish Technological 
Institute and the Roskilde University. In 
the first work package of the project, an 
extensive experimental and modeling 
study is carried out.

A separate study, also related to oil 
recovery, was modeling of the filtra-
tion process: motion and deposition 
of the particles in a flow in a porous 
medium. The study has been carried 
out in the framework of project ParPor 
(Particles in Porous Media) supported 
by the Danish Council of Independent 
Research | Technology and Production 
Sciences (FTP). 

AT CERE
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Our mission is to provide new 
knowledge, new enzymes, new 
process strategies and products 
and to contribute to establish DTU 
as an internationally recognized 
University within the fields of en-
zyme technology and bioprocess 
engineering.  At the same time 
our goal is to provide inspiring and 
pertinent teaching and student 
supervision in order to hatch top-
qualified MSc and PhD candidates.

Contact: Professor Anne S. Meyer
am@kt.dtu.dk
Phone: +45 4525 2800

CENTER FOR BIOPROCESS 

ENGINEERING 

- BIOENgECO

Center for BioProcess Engineering 
aims to provide new concepts for biore-
fining with a main focus on enzymatic 
processing of biomass. The research 
involves concept development for new 
processing routes, reaction strategies, 
and products design for improved raw 
materials utilization and production 
of platform compounds, biofuels, and 
food ingredients by use of biocatalysis. 
Biogas production from different sub-
strates, including technology adapta-
tion, is also a focus area in the Center.
 
Enzyme technology is the core research 
discipline in the Center. The research in 
the Center also involves sustainability 
assessment and separation technology 
research in the context of bioenergy and 
biorefinery processes.  With the merger 
of the Bioenergy Group, Risø National 

Laboratory of Renewable Energy in 
2012, we are now 45 people in the Cen-
ter for BioProcess Engineering, of which 
more than 20 are PhD students.

The research is structured into 5 core 
disciplinary topics
 c Enzyme Discovery and Food In-

gredient Engineering
 Jørn Dalgaard Mikkelsen, Carsten 

Jers, Christian Nyffenegger + PhD 
students  

 c Enzyme Technology
 Anne S. Meyer, Marcel Tutor Ale, 

Anis Arnous, Jesper Holck, Day-
anand Kalyani, Anna K Sitarz + 
PhD students 

 c Biofuel Production Technologies
 Zsófia Kádár, Pablo Kroff, Anders 

Thygesen + PhD students  

 c Separation Technology
 Manuel Pinelo, Jianquan Luo + 

PhD students  
 c Sustainability Assessment

 Hanne Østergård + PhD students  

The research is supported by several key 
enabling technology platforms: i) Mole-
cular biology and enzyme cloning, ii) 
Enzyme production, purification, and 
characterization, iii) chromatographical 
analyses platform (LC, GC), iv) bioetha-
nol and biogas fermentation facility, v) 
biomass pre-treatment pilot.
The research rests on a number of 
designated transdisciplinary topics: i) 
Enzyme kinetics, ii) Molecular enzyme 
analyses, iii) Advanced experimental 
design, iv) Emergy accounting and Meta 
system analysis.

RESEARCH CENTRES & RESEARCH AREAS
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Our mission is to provide new knowl-
edge, new enzymes, new process strate-
gies and products and to contribute 
to establish DTU as an internationally 
recognized University within the fields 
of enzyme technology and bioprocess 
engineering.  At the same time our goal 
is to provide inspiring and pertinent 
teaching and student supervision in 
order to hatch top-qualified MSc and 
PhD candidates.
We collaborate closely with several 
different Danish and International 
companies and other Universities, with 
collaborators in Brazil, China, Ghana, 
Greenland, the US, and in various Euro-
pean countries.

ENZyMES
Enzymes are catalytic proteins and are 
defined as biological catalysts. By be-

ing catalysts, enzymes accelerate the 
rate of chemical reactions and work 
by lowering the activation energy of a 
given reaction. A unique trait of enzyme 
catalysis is the selectivity with respect to 
the reaction. This selectivity, or enzyme 
specificity, denotes that the enzyme 
catalyzes a specific reaction between 
specific chemical species to produce 
specific products.  Enzymes are thus 
capable of catalyzing the conversion of 
certain compounds, i.e. enzyme sub-
strates, present in a mixture, to specific 
products, and moreover able to work at 
mild reaction conditions. Enzymes can 
therefore be used in practical applica-
tions to catalyze processes that deliver 
energy, food, chemicals, materials, and 
pharmaceuticals in a sustainable way. 
The scientific foundation for developing 
all these applications is a profound un-

derstanding of enzymes and how they 
act as optimal catalysts.

ENZyME TECHNOLOgy: CONTENT 
AND PERSPECTIVES
Enzyme Technology is the research 
discipline that focuses on the design 
of new enzymes, enzyme catalyzed 
reactions, processes, and products. 
Enzyme Technology combines nature 
and technology, and our approach is 
to employ enzymes in bioprocessing.  
The design and development of new 
enzyme reactions and products obvi-
ously rely on detailed knowledge of 
natural enzymatic reactions and kinet-
ics. In addition to enzyme discovery, the 
Enzyme Technology research in Center 
for BioProcess Engineering therefore 
involves enzyme protein engineering, 
microbial enzyme production, enzyme 

Postdoc Marcel T. Ale is watching how lab technician Annette Eva Jensen loads samples for biomass monosaccharide composition analysis by HPAEC-PAD. 
This analysis is an important base for designing enzyme reactions on biomass.

RESEARCH CENTRES & RESEARCH AREAS
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action mechanisms, structure-function 
relations, reaction engineering and reac-
tivity optimization, and kinetics.
One of the most immediate needs for 
society is to replace crude fossil oil as 
a core feedstock for many different 
products. At the same time it is crucially 
important to reduce CO

2
 emissions, and 

enable the production of sufficient en-
ergy, materials, and food, for the world’s 
increasing population. The perspectives 
are that Enzyme Technology can: 

 » revolutionize the way we produce 
products

 » provide solutions that ensure     
sustainable raw material use

 » improve human health
 » address climate change problems

Classic enzyme applications include 
uses of enzymes in laundry detergents 
and in various food and beverage pro-
cesses such as apple juice production 
and cheese manufacture, but more 
sophisticated enzyme applications have 
been developed more recently. A com-
mon denominator for the newer ap-
plications is the more knowledge-based, 
targeted use of a particular type of en-
zyme to catalyze a very specific molecu-
lar conversion.  The newer applications 
thus exploit the unique specificities of 
enzymes as catalysts.  The new direction 
of enzyme technology is to develop sus-
tainable reactions in the sense that the 
enzymatic conversions can help 1.maxi-
mize the use of the raw materials (sub-
strates) with 2. minimal use of energy 
and water, 3. minimal waste production, 
and replace current processes so that 
4. the environmental impact and CO

2
 

emissions are reduced.       

DEVELOPMENT OF HIgH-VALUE BIO-
REFINERy PRODUCTS
Plant biomass, including agro-industrial 
residues resulting from e.g. sugar, starch, 
wine, juice, plant oil, beer, as well as first 
and second generation ethanol process-
ing, is rich in carbohydrates having po-
tential as building blocks to replace oil 
based products. Some of these carbo-
hydrates also have biological activity as 
nutri-functional food ingredients. Plant 
biomass can therefore be feedstock for 
production of a range of new products, 
and concomitant production of higher 
value co-products can improve resource 
utilization and add economic value to 
most of the classical agro-industrial 
plant production processes. The bio-
refinery concept designates this pro-
duction of different valuable products 
from the same crop or plant biomass 
stream. Development of targeted bio-
mass conversion processes are a crucial 
prerequisite for unfolding the biorefin-
ery potential of agro-industrial plant 
biomass.  Because of their specificity, 
enzymes can assist in releasing, modify-
ing, and converting specific biomass 
constituents, and provide new rational 
solutions for the separation of core 
components such as protein, carbohy-
drates, lignin, and selected high-value 
substances during biomass processing.  
Apart from the development of the des-
ignated enzymatic conversion processes, 
particular research challenges lie within 
the integration of separation technology 
including development of novel separa-
tion concepts for large scale processes, 
both upstream and downstream.     

ENZyME TECHNOLOgy RESEARCH 
TRENDS
The new directions in enzyme technolo-
gy are directed at developing new, more 
stable enzymes and more intense and 
efficient industrial enzyme processes: 
 
 » Molecular evolution of enzymes 

for better robustness
 » Enzyme catalyzed synthesis reac-

tions
 » Reactor design for optimizing en-

zyme catalysis  
 » Process design to re-use enzymes 

The progress in GMO technology has 
allowed the Center for BioProcess En-
gineering to develop a technology plat-
form which provides a basis for enzyme 
engineering and production of gram 
amounts of specific, monocomponent 
enzymes. The aim is to produce of a 
range of enzymes for development and 
proof-of-concept demonstration of dif-
ferent enzymatic conversion technology 
concepts. The vision is that Enzyme 
Technology will play an important role 
in the development of sustainable pro-
cesses in a fossil-free society. 

INNOVATION POTENTIAL
In Europe in particular, the innovation 
of new reactions and products based 
on enzyme catalyzed conversions is 
an important research field as well as 
an important business area.  Some of 
the Center for BioProcess Engineer-
ing’s highlights in 2012 include new 
processes such as the enzyme assisted 
production of nutri-functional food 
ingredients1, enzymatic reactions in 
non-conventional media2, use of en-
zymes for designing food functionality3, 

BIOENG

RESEARCH CENTRES & RESEARCH AREAS
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rapid analytical methods for predicting 
biomass conversion processes4, better 
understanding of enzyme kinetics of 
branched polysaccharide modification5, 
and improved foundations for mem-
brane separation of bioproducts6,7, and 
not least method evaluation for sustain-
ability assessment on genuine systems 
(e.g. a farm)8.  These achievements may 
pave the way for new science-based 
approaches to design of processes and 
products, including innovative biorefin-
ery conversion processes and new ac-
tions for improving sustainability.

1Expression and characterization of an endo-
1,4-β-galactanase from Emericella nidulans in 
Pichia pastoris for enzymatic design of potentially 
prebiotic oligosaccharides from potato galactans 
(Michalak M., Thomassen L.V., Roytio H., 
Ouwehand A.C., Meyer A.S., Mikkelsen J.D.). Enz 
Microb Technol 50: 121-129, 2012.

2Thermodynamically based solvent design 
for enzymatic saccharide acylation with 
hydroxycinnamates in non-conventional media 
(Zeuner B., Kontogeorgis GM, Riisager A, Meyer 
A.S.). New Biotechnol 3: 255-270, 2012.

3Biocatalytic cross-linking of pectic 
polysaccharides for designed food functionality: 
structures, mechanisms, and reactions (Zaidel 
D.N.A., Meyer A.S.) Biocat Agric Biotechnol 1: 
207-219, 2012.

4Rapid near Infrared spectroscopy for prediction 
of enzymatic hydrolysis of corn bran after various 
pretreatments (Baum A., Agger J., Meyer A.S., 
Egebo M., Mikkelsen J.D.)  New Biotechnol 29, 
293-301, 2012.

5Enzyme kinetics and identification of the 
rate-limiting step of enzymatic arabinoxylan 
degradation (Rasmussen L.E., Xu C., Sørensen 
J.F., Nielsen M.K., Meyer A.S.). Biochem Eng J 69: 
8-16, 2012.

6Controlling the rejection of protein during 
membrane filtration by adding selected 
polyelectrolytes (Pinelo M, Ferrer C, Meyer A.S., 
Jonsson G). Sep Pur 85: 54–60, 2012.

7Statistical modelling of the interplay between 
solute shape and rejection in porous membranes 
(Vinther F., Pinelo M., Brøns M., Jonsson G., 
Meyer A.S.). Sep Pur 89:261-269, 2012.

8Assessing sustainability of a low-input single-
farm vegetable box-scheme using emergy and 
LCA methodology (Markussen, MV, Kulak, M., 
Østergård, H, Nemecek, T). Proceedings of SETAC 
18th LCA Case Study Symposium: Sustainability 
Assessment in the 21st century, 2012. 

Arla Foods Amba 

DuPont|Danisco 

DONg Energy A/S

Foss

KMC

Novozymes A/S 

Center for BioProcess Engineering 
currently collaborates with the 
following industrial partners

Associate Professor Manuel Pinelo working on ultrafiltration hollow fiber membrane used for continuous separation of bioactive compounds.
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Briefly, the research objective of 
CAPEC is to develop computer-aided 
systems for efficient and reliable 
process simulation; for systematic 
synthesis, design and analysis of 
sustainable chemical products and 
their manufacturing processes; for 
robust control, operation and moni-
toring of processes from principally 
chemical, petrochemical, pharma-
ceutical and biochemical industries.

The computer-aided systems are to 
be developed based on fundamen-
tal and/or data-based modelling 
studies that incorporate correlation 
and estimation of thermo-physical 
and phase equilibrium properties 
as well as modelling the under-
lying principles / behaviour of the 
process-product. That is, by manag-
ing the complexity in a systematic 
and efficient manner.

Contact: Professor Rafiqul gani
rag@kt.dtu.dk 
Phone: +45 4525 2882

COmPUTER AIDED 

PROCESS-PRODUCT 

ENGINEERING CENTER 

- CAPECECO

Research at CAPEC is organized in terms 
of six research programs (see Fig 1). At 
the inner most level (research programs 
A, B), the topics are related to funda-
mental research while at the outer most 
level (E), the topics are related to applied 
research. In the intermediate levels (C, 
D), systematic model-based algorithms, 
methods and tools are developed by em-
ploying the results from the inner levels 
for use in applied research in the outer 
level. Since all research programs need 
numerical tools and databases, research 
program F supplies this need to all levels.
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Models
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Figure 1: Organization of research in 
CAPEC in terms of research programs

The main theme of the re-
search at CAPEC is to manage 
the complexity in the system-
atic analysis and solution of a 
wide range of product-process 
engineering problems from 
various industrial sectors.
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RESEARCH
The six research programs are briefly 
described below:

c Research Program A – Property 
and Phenomena Modelling:  deals with 
theoretical studies of properties (pure 
component and mixture) of chemical 
systems and phenomena such as perme-
ability through membranes, reaction 
kinetics and mass transfer through dif-
fusion. A library of group contribution 
based models for a wide range of prop-
erties of organic chemicals is one of the 
highlights of program A.

c Research Program B – Process-
Product Modelling and Simulation: 
deals with the development of models 
and model-based simulation systems 
for prediction of the behaviour and 

performance of a wide range of chemi-
cal and biochemical processes (operat-
ing in batch, fed-batch and continuous 
modes) and a wide range of chemicals 
based products.  A computer-aided 
modelling system for efficient model 
development and a collection of pro-
cess-product models of various types, 
forms and scales are some of the high-
lights of program B. 

c Research Program C - Synthesis, 
Design & Analysis: deals with the de-
velopment and use of systematic algo-
rithms, methods and tools for synthesis, 
design and analysis of chemical and 
bioche-mical processes and chemicals 
based products. Techniques such as 
computer aided molecular and/or mix-
ture design (CAMD), and, process flow-
sheet design (CAFD) using the reverse 

Computer-Aided Molecular Design
From atoms to molecules

Lower Level of 
Aggregation

Next Lower Level of 
Aggregation

Computer-Aided Flowsheet Design
From phenomena to process

Flowsheet

Unit
Operations

Molecules

Molecular
Groups

Atoms
C, H, O

Tasks
Mixing
Tasks

Ideal 
Mixing

Reaction
2 Phase
Mixing

Phase
Contact

Phase
Transition

Reaction
Tasks

Separation
Tasks

Phenomena

Simultaneous product and process design at CAPEC

approach are some of the highlights of 
program C. 

c Research Program D - Process 
Control, Operation & Monitoring: 
deals with the development and use of 
systematic algorithms, methods and 
tools for process control, operation and 
monitoring, including process analytical 
technologies. Techniques for tuning of 
controller parameters in model predic-
tive control and methods for design of 
PAT systems are some of the highlights 
of program D.

c Research Program E - Process and 
Tools Integration: deals with on-line 
(process) and off-line (tools) integra-
tion as well as safety & hazards, sus-
tainability analysis, and integration of 
process design-control, process-product 

CAPEC
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Akzo Nobel (NL)

Alfa Laval A/S (DK)

AstraZeneca (SE)

BASF (DE)

Bayer Technology Services (DE)

ChemProcess Technologies (US)

Chemtura Netherlands B.V. (NL)

ConocoPhillips Company (US)

DSM (CH)

DuPont Nutrition and Biosciences Denmark 

(DK)

Firmenich (CH)

glaxoSmithKline (US)

Huntsman Europe (NL)

Invensys Simsci-Esscor (US)

Janssen Pharmaceutica N.V. (BE)

Kongsberg Oil and gas (NO) 

Lonza Ag (CH)

Mitsubishi (JP)

Navadan (DK)

Neste Jacobs Oy (FI) 

Novozymes A/S (DK)

Optience Corporation (US)

Petrobras (BR) 

Pfizer Inc (US) 

Processium (FR)

ProSim (FR)

SCg Chemicals Co. Ltd. (TH) 

Syngenta (gB)

Unilever Research (US) 

VTT (FI) 

Welcron Hantec Co. Ltd. (KR)

industrial sectors) the focus is on the 
use of a systems approach. CAPEC’s 
strengths in terms of its research focus 
- pioneering work in certain research 
areas (such as modelling; methods for 
synthesis, design and analysis of pro-
cesses as well as products; process and 
tools integration), industrial collabora-
tion (dissemination of research results 
through the industrial consortium as 
well as collaboration with academia), 
and contacts (ability to influence de-
velopments within chemical engineer-
ing and CAPE/PSE). More specifically, 
CAPEC’s contribution in the areas of 
thermodynamic property modelling 
for process-product design; computer-
aided molecular-mixture design for 
consumer product development; tar-
geted reverse approach for process in-
tensification and integration; systematic 
computer-aided methods and tools for 
modelling, design, analysis and control 
are well known within the CAPE/PSE 
community.  

PERSONNEL
CAPEC’s permanent staff comprises 
Head of Center Professor Rafiqul Gani, 
Associate Professors Gürkan Sin and 
Jens Abildskov, Professor (Docent) 
Karsten Clement, Assistant Professor 
Jakob Kjøbsted Huusom and Secretary 
Eva Mikkelsen.

INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUM
CAPEC has established an industrial 
consortium, where the PROCESS group 
is also involved. Through the industrial 
consortium, CAPEC-PROCESS co-
workers have the unique opportunity to 
get quick and useful feedback on their 
developed models, methods and tools 
as well as insights to the current and 
future needs of the various industrial 
sectors represented by the consortium 
members. 

In 2012 CAPEC was supported by 
the following industrial consortium

design and process-process. Integrated 
software such as ICAS, virtual process-
product design lab, SustainPro and their 
associated methodologies are some of 
the highlights of program E.

c Research Program F - Database 
and Numerical methods: since the 
CAPEC-PROCESS software needs to be 
self-sufficient in all respects for use by 
the industrial consortium companies, 
CAPEC also maintains a library of nu-
merical methods and databases (prop-
erties of chemicals and solvents, reac-
tion synthesis, membranes, and analysis 
equipments). The other research pro-
grams benefit from this in terms of data 
for modelling and improved simulation 
strategies. 

Based on the above, the research objec-
tives of CAPEC are summarized as: 

Develop computer-aided systems for 
efficient and reliable process simula-
tion; for systematic synthesis, design 
and analysis of sustainable chemical 
products and their manufacturing 
processes; for robust control, operation 
and monitoring of processes from prin-
cipally chemical, petrochemical, phar-
maceutical and biochemical industries. 
The computer-aided systems are to be 
developed based on fundamental and/
or data-based modelling studies that 
incorporate correlation and estimation 
of thermo-physical and phase equilib-
rium properties as well as modelling the 
underlying principles / behaviour of the 
process-product. That is, by managing 
the complexity in a systematic and ef-
ficient manner.

CAPEC’s research is focused - while the 
application horizon is wide (oil and gas, 
petrochemical, chemical and specialty 
chemical, pharmaceutical, food and bio 

CAPEC
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1: Includes also oil & gas industries; 2: includes also specialty chemicals

*Solving problems in process modelling, simulation, design, analysis and control

DISSEMINATION
The dissemination of the research re-
sults of CAPEC is carried out in terms 
of: 
 » Computational Tools. Predictive 

models for reliable property esti-
mation for a wide range of chemi-
cals; generic mathematical models 
for process operation, product 
performance; computer-aided tools 
for product-process synthesis & 
design, etc., are used by leading 
industries and close to 50 universi-
ties from all over the world. 

 » Technology: Developed systematic 
methodologies for process-product 
synthesis, design, analysis and 

control (& operation), simula-
tion strategies, solvent selection 
(& design), pollution prevention, 
sustainable process-product alter-
natives, etc., are routinely used to 
solve industrial problems and in 
education.    

 » Application: Industrial case studies, 
tutorial case studies, technology 
transfer studies and consulting.

ACTIVITIES
The activities shown in Table 1.1 high-
light the scope and significance of the 
research results available to the CAPEC-
PROCESS industrial consortium mem-
bers in terms of the industries where 

the developed methods and tools are 
applicable.

Some of the challenges for the future 
are to use our methods and tools to find 
more sustainable alternative routes for 
the production of important chemi-
cal products in the petrochemical and 
chemical sectors using renewable and/
or newly established resources; to help 
in the sustainable design/development 
of new and improved chemicals based 
products and the processes that manu-
facture them for the pharma, bio-food, 
agro and aroma industrial sectors; and, 
to incorporate in all problem solutions 
the issues related to energy, water, envi-
ronment and green chemistry.

CAPEC
Research Programs

Models & modelling 
tools

Petrochemical1

Application of Research Results in terms of Industry

Chemical2 Pharmaceutical Agrochemical Bio & Food Aroma

Control, operation
& monitoring

Process & tools
Integration

Databases &
Numerical Methods

Synthesis, design
analysis & evaluation

Well-developed 
methods & tools 

available*

Available methods & tools 
can easily be adapted if 
not directly applicable* 

Available methods & tools 
applicable to only a small 

number of problems*

Needs development

Work done during 2011-2012 More focus given in these areas

Table 1: Scope and significance of CAPEC research results shown in terms of industries where they can be applied

CAPEC
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A vital part of our research is con-
ducted in very close collaboration 
with industrial enterprises and 
international research organiza-
tions. The industrial relations cover 
close joint projects with a mutual 
exchange of staff and cooperation 
on experimental research ranging 
from microscale over pilot plants 
to full-scale industrial production 
plants. This approach ensures 
high relevance of our research and 
efficient exchange of technology, 
know-how and know-why.

Contact: 
Professor Kim Dam-Johansen
kdj@kt.dtu.dk 
Phone: +45 4525 2845

CHEC 

RESEARCH 

CENTER

CHEC is an acronym for Combustion 
and Harmful Emission Control. The 
Center was established in 1987 with the 
initial objective of employing chemical 
engineering principles in support of the 
efforts of the power industry to estab-
lish environmentally friendly processes 
– more specifically to build up basic 
knowledge to support the implementa-
tion of desulphurization processes and 
low-NOx technologies for existing or 
new coal-based power plants. 

Step-by-step CHEC has consolidated 
its industrial network and links to 
internationally recognized research or-
ganizations. CHEC has also expanded 
its research into new fields which are 
on par with its basic chemical engineer-
ing competence with special focus on 
Chemical Reaction Engineering. Today 
the main activities cover Industrial 
High Temperature Processes, Forma-
tion and Reduction of Harmful Emis-
sions, Catalysis, Particle Technology 
and Quantitative Product Design and 
the recent merge with two groups from 
the previous Risø National Laboratory 

has expanded the area of expertise to 
also cover Gasification processes and 
Advanced Diagnostic Tools for high 
temperature processes. 

The primary vehicle for collection and 
storage of knowledge and knowledge 
transfer between different industrial 
applications is through experimentally 
verified mathematical models for gas 
phase reactions, gas-solid and catalytic 
reactions, condensed phase transfor-
mations etc. The models are typically 
developed and verified through experi-
ments carried out at multiple scales, 
e.g. from small laboratory reactors to 
pilot scale and finally in full-scale in 
cooperation with industrial partners. 
The observations at full-scale often give 
important inspiration to further funda-
mental studies. 

Within the new area of product design, 
CHEC has been able to achieve interna-
tional recognition through a quantita-
tive model-based approach. This field 
has a large potential both for chemical 
and biochemical products.

CATALySIS – HEADED By PROFESSOR 
ANKER DEgN JENSEN
The research focuses mainly on provid-
ing solutions to energy and environmen-
tally related challenges and to develop 
green chemistry based processes. Present 
activities cover, among others, syngas 
conversion to alcohols, hydrodeoxy-
genation of bio-oil, steam reforming of 
bio-oil, DeNOx for power plants and 
vehicles, catalytic soot combustion and 
more. The main objectives are:
 
 » To synthesize new catalytic materials 

by traditional wet chemical methods
 » Exploring flame spray pyrolysis 

(FSP) as a novel one-step prepara-
tion method for heterogeneous 
catalysts

 » To characterize the materials using 
spectroscopic and other techniques, 
and by theoretical means, such as 
density functional theory calcula-
tions (with partners), to understand 
and predict the properties of the 
materials

 » To test the activity, selectivity and 
deactivation of the materials under 
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Associate Professor Weigang Li operating a pilot-scale swirl burner to co-fire pet-coke and sewage sludge for the cement industry.

industrially relevant reaction con-
ditions, and derive kinetic models 
including diffusion limitations ap-
plicable for reactor design 

 » To model catalytic reactors and  
thereby obtain an improved under-
standing of the interplay between 
the process and the catalyst

Part of the activities is linked to the 
cross-department center, CASE, with 
cooperation with among others DTU 
Chemistry, DTU Center for Electron 
Nanoscopy and DTU Physics.

COMBUSTION AND EMISSION CON-
TROL – HEADED By PROFESSOR 
PETER gLARBORg
The research focuses on the conversion 
of fossil and biomass-based fuels and 
the related formation and reduction of 

pollutants. Working from small to very 
large scale with gaseous, liquid, and sol-
id fuels, our main objectives are to de-
velop predictive tools for combustion-
related phenomena in power plants, 
waste incinerators, industrial processes, 
and engines. Specifically, we work in the 
following areas:

 » Characterization of pyrolysis, igni-
tion, and char oxidation for alter-
native fuels (biomass, waste)

 » Characteristics of co-combustion 
of coal and alternative fuels in sus-
pension

 » Development of chemical kinetic 
models for trace species formation 
and consumption in combustion – 
nitrogen, sulphur, halogens, alkali 
metals

 » In-situ processes for formation 
and control of harmful emissions 

– NOx, PAH, sub-micron particu-
lates (incl. soot)

 » Experimental and modeling char-
acterization of hydrocarbon and 
alcohol fuels oxidation at high 
pressure, and effect of ignition 
promoters

 » Oxy-fuel combustion

At present a large number of projects 
are carried out in close cooperation 
with power companies, boiler manufac-
turers and with the cement sector.

THERMAL gASIFICATION AND Py-
ROLySIS  – HEADED By SENIOR RE-
SEARCHER ULRIK BIRK HENRIKSEN
Thermal gasification of coal and bio-
mass may become important technolo-
gies both in combined heat and power 
production (CHP) and in the produc-
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tion of liquid fuels and chemicals. 

The work in CHEC cover activities 
ranging multiple scales and with a num-
ber of different technologies: 

 » Low temperature gasification of 
low-grade biomass for co-firing 
in large scale power plants (PY-
RONEER). 

 » Up-grading of product gas from 
low temperature gasification by 
removing particles and converting 
the tars and use of the gas in Solid 
Oxide Fuel Cells

 » Optimization of small-scale bio-
mass gasification systems for CHP, 
e.g. the DTU two-stage biomass 
gasification process 

 » Utilization of nutrients and resid-
ual char in the ashes from biomass 
gasification and pyrolysis plants 

 » Efficiency optimization of CHP gas 
engine operation on biomass gas-
ification gas 

 » Entrained flow gasification with 
minimal soot formation

 » Use of gasification gas for synthesis 
of liquid fuels and chemicals

 » Mobile biomass pyrolysis

PRETREATMENT OF BIOMASS – 
HEADED By SENIOR RESEARCHER 
JESPER AHRENFELDT
Biomass as a raw material suffers from 
having a high specific volume and a soft 
texture making a grinding process dif-
ficult. In CHEC we work on different 
pretreatment methods such as torrefac-
tion, pellets formation and pyrolysis 
to facilitate the future use of biomass 
in large-scale industrial processes. The 
present research covers:

 » Mechanical and chemical char-
acterization of various biomasses 
towards grindability, durability, 
particle fluidization, humidifica-
tion, composition, reactivity, ther-
mal degradation, etc.

 » Development of a catalogue in-
cluding an overview of characteris-
tics of various raw and pre-treated 
biomasses

 » Field trials with storability of pel-
letized and torrefied materials

 » Combined torrefaction and milling 
of biomass 

 » Up-scaling biomass pretreatment 
processes

INORgANIC CHEMISTRy - HEADED 
By ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
FLEMMINg FRANDSEN
CHEC has for many years worked 
on inorganic metal species in high 
temperature processes and has estab-
lished expertise in characterization of 
inorganic metal species in fossil and 
biomass-based fuels and on the interac-
tion between the reaction environment 
and the transformations of inorganic 
species in different industrial processes. 
The research covers: 

 » Release of ash-forming elements 
(mainly K, Na, Zn, Pb, S, and Cl) 
during devolatilization, pyrolysis, 
and subsequent char burnout in 
biomass combustion and waste 
incineration

 » Formation of aerosols from flame-
volatilized ash-forming elements, 
like K, Na, S and Cl, and formation 
and entrainment of residual ash 
(i.e. bottom and fly ash) during 
char burnout in fixed-bed and 
suspension-fired systems

 » Transport of the different ash 
forming species gases, droplets and 
particles from the bulk gas to the 
heat transfer surfaces, and adhe-
sion of these to the heat transfer 
surfaces 

 » Build-up, sintering (consolida-
tion), shedding, and heat transfer 
in deposits

 » A new lab-scale setup rotary kiln 
simulator (RKS) was designed and 
built to establish test equipment 
to simulate the industrial clinker 
burning process on a laboratory 
scale and to conduct clinker forma-
tion experiments in order to derive 
knowledge on gradual clinker 
property development, as a func-
tion of different process parameters

 » Sulfur release from cement raw 
materials during alternative fuel 
combustion including effects of 
temperature and gas atmosphere 
on the decomposition of sulfates 
in the raw materials has been in-
vestigated both experimentally and 
thermodynamically

 » Minerals process technology

DIAgNOSTICS - HEADED By SENIOR 
RESEARCHER SøNNIK CLAUSEN
CHEC has from the very beginning 
combined fundamental studies in the 
laboratories with probe development 
to be able to diagnose what happens in 
larger scale industrial systems. By inte-
gration of the Optical Diagnostic Group 
from Risø this way of working today 
covers a number of different techniques 
used in on-going research: 

 » Probes for deposition and corro-
sion (investigating the effect of flue 
gas composition, exposure time, 

CHEC
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material choice, deposit chemistry 
etc.)

 » Probes for gas extraction, for mea-
suring main gas components (CO

2
, 

CO, O
2
, NO

x
, SO

x
, alkali metals and 

aerosols)
 » Lambda probes for detecting redox 

conditions 
 » Non-contact temperature, thermal 

radiation
 » Gas composition by spectroscopy
 » Optical flow measurements (laser, 

optics)
 » Imaging and visualization (UV, VIS 

and IR)
 » High-temperature gas cells (prop-

erties gases)
 » Optical sensors, instrumentation

PRODUCTS AND PHARMA - HEADED 
By ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR SøREN 
KIIL
CHEC’s expertise in the traditional core 
disciplines Reaction Engineering and 
Transport Phenomena has been used in 
broadening the activities by the estab-
lishment of close cooperation to sev-
eral companies working in the field of 
product design and batch production. 
The main aims are to incorporate more 
quantitative methods in the design and 
test of multi-component formulated 
products and to facilitate the transfor-
mation of batch-wise production to 
continuous or semi-continuous pro-
duction. Projects in this field are often 
carried out in cooperation with faculty 
members at other centers.
Converting a batch production into a 
continuous operation mode requires a 
detailed quantitative understanding of 
the chemical reactions involved. Our 
philosophy is to work on all relevant 

reactor and unit operation designs and 
we have carried out fundamental and 
applied research on, for example, the 
following topics related to pharma pro-
duction:

 » Design and operation of a mini 
filter reactor for continuous pro-
duction of a selected pharmaceuti-
cal intermediate

 » Up-scaling and implementing a 
mini filter reactor in a pharmaceu-
tical company

 » Design and development of con-
tinuous unit operations, e.g. crys-
tallization, extraction etc.

 » Continuous reactors for Grignard 
reactions in general

 » Continuous reactors for slow or-
ganic chemical reactions

In the field of product design and test, 
our main focus has been on heavy duty 
coatings as highly complex multicom-
ponent products, which must fulfill 
many conflicting requirements. Our 
philosophy is to understand the main 
mechanisms behind coating behavior 
and we have carried out fundamental 
and applied research on, for example, 
the following topics:

 » Polishing and biocide leaching 
rates of antifouling coatings

 » Mapping of degradation routes for 
seawater-immersed anticorrosive 
coatings

 » Parameters influencing the perfor-
mance of intumescent fire-protec-
tive coatings 

 » Design of novel test equipment 
for antifouling and anticorrosive 
coatings

 » Simultaneous solvent evaporation 

Babcock & Wilcox Vølund A/S

B&W Energy A/S

Danish gas Technology Center A/S

DONg Energy A/S

Energinet.dk

FLSmidth A/S

H. Lundbeck A/S

Haldor Topsøe A/S

Hempel A/S

Hwam A/S

MAN Diesel A/S

Novozymes A/S

Topsøe Fuel Cell A/S

Vattenfall AB

The CHEC Research Center 
primarily collaborates with the 
following industrial partners

and curing of thermoset coatings
 » Photoinitiated coating degradation 

of thermoset coatings
 » Drying of latex coatings
 » Anticorrosive coatings for corro-

sion prevention
 » Erosion resistant blade coatings for 

wind turbines

CHEC
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At the Danish Polymer Center we 
are devoted to the application of 
molecular design, synthesis and 
processing of polymers to create 
materials and products with un-
limited ranges of properties and 
applications. We strive towards 
this goal in a balanced environ-
ment of education, research and 
industrial cooperation.

Contact: Professor Ole Hassager
oh@kt.dtu.dk
Phone: +45 4525 2973

DANISH POLYmER CENTER

- DPCCO

Denmark does not have any significant 
production of bulk polymers. Hence 
one might be surprised to find a center 
devoted to education and research in 
polymer science and engineering at 
DTU. However Denmark does have 
a large and diverse industrial sec-
tor devoted to the transformation of 
bulk polymers to a range of polymeric 
products. Typically these products are 
so-called high-end market products 
that are dependent upon highly trained 
researchers and engineers for their de-
velopment and production. In order to 
maintain and develop this important 
activity in Denmark it is therefore of 
the utmost importance, that there is a 
supply of highly trained candidates in 
polymer science and engineering. In 
fact the DPC-DTU is the only center 
in Denmark with Masters level courses 
that specialize in the entire range of 
disciplines from polymer chemistry and 
physics to polymer engineering.

Simply put: The mission of the DPC-
DTU is to train candidates for the Dan-
ish polymer industry.   

RESEARCH AT DPC-DTU
The research is interdisciplinary ranging 
from chemical synthesis, chemical and 
physical characterization of polymers 
and soft materials to fluid mechanics of 
complex fluids. Current research areas 
include the synthesis of polymers with 
controlled molar mass, branching struc-
ture and functional groups, design of 
soft polymeric networks and rheology 
of polymer melts, solutions and emul-
sions. In 2012 the center had 5 faculty 
members and 1 research manager:
 
 c Ole Hassager: Transport phenom-

ena, polymer physics, and polymer 
rheology.

 c Søren Hvilsted: Polymer chemistry 
and synthesis.

 c Peter Szabo: Computational Fluid 
Mechanics, rheology and complex 
fluids.

 c Anne Ladegaard Skov: Polymer 
gels and networks

 c Anders Daugaard: Polymer mate-
rials and functionalized polymer 
surfaces.

 c Katja Jankova: Methods for con-
trolled synthesis of functional 
polymers.

Laboratories and Instrumentation:
Located in newly refurbished laborato-
ries, the center has a very broad range of 
instrumentation for polymer synthesis 
and characterization:
NMR spectroscopy, Size Exclusion 
Chromatography, Infrared Spectros-
copy, Cryo Ultramicrotome, Ther-
mogravimetric Analysis, Differential 
Scanning Caloroímetry, Contact Angle 
Measurements, Mechanical Spectros-
copy, Shear Rheometry, Extensional 
Rheometry and Dielectric Spectroscopy.

EVENTS IN 2012:
On 30 November the DPC-DTU hosted 
the 8th Annual Polymer Day, a one-day 
conference welcoming a wide audience 
including industry representatives from 
corporate Danish heavyweights such 
as Novo Nordisk and Coloplast. The 
event gives students the opportunity to 
present their work in an open forum. 
Fifteen presentations were held in Eng-
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lish by DPC students with names and 
accents reflecting many different regions 
of the world. 

Postdoc Nicolas J. Alvarez received the 
best poster award at the AIChE Annual 
Meeting in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 
USA. In its announcement, the Ameri-
can Institute of Chemical Engineers 
(AIChE) wrote: “Nicolas J. Alvarez 
was awarded the postdoctoral best 
poster award from the Fluid Mechan-
ics division of the American Institute 
of Chemical Engineers in October of 
2012 for his work on extensional creep 
measurements of low density polyeth-
ylene (LDPE). This work settles a long-
standing controversy among rheologists 
by confirming the existence of steady 
extensional viscosity in LDPE melts. 

These results derive from the first and 
unique adaptation of a filament stretch-
ing rheometer to operate in constant 
stress mode devised by Nicolas and co-
workers.” 

Ph.D. student Frederikke Bahrt re-
ceived the best poster award at the 
Nordic Polymer Days 2012. This year 
the 49th Nordic Polymer Days (NPD) 
took place in Denmark. NPD is ar-
ranged each year and hosted at turns 
in Sweden, Finland and Denmark. 126 
polymer professionals from all the 
Nordic countries had signed up for 
the event. Frederikke Bahrt of DTU 
Chemical Engineering, Danish Polymer 
Center received the award for her poster 
presentation on “New Cross-Linkers 
for PDMS Networks”. Following up on 

this, Frederikke won the iPad at the 6th 
European Silicon Days Conference in 
Lyon, France in September. Frederikke’s 
presentation was on Development of 
new PDMS based materials for dielec-
tric electroactive polymers (DEAPs) as 
actuators and generators.

FUTURE FOR POLyMER MATERIALS
Today more than 99% of all polymer 
materials are based on fossil resources 
such as oil and gas. This fact frequently 
leads to the question of what future ma-
terials will look like after depletion of 
the fossil resources.  The answer is, how-
ever, that most likely the importance 
of polymer materials will continue to 
grow completely unaffected of the price 
of crude oil for several reasons. First of 
all, it is only about 5% of the crude oil 

Kim Chi Szabo is loading the autosampler of the TGA Instrument with 7 polymer membranes in order to investigate the amount of surface grafted condu-
cting polymer, and its influence on their thermal stability.
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that is used for polymer production. 
Since the Danish polymer industry 
produces high market products, the 
price of the raw material contributes a 
minor part of the price of the product. 
More importantly, however, alternative 
sources of raw material may become 
commercially competitive. Bio-based 
raw materials may become interesting in 
the near future. In the longer run, shale 
gas and oil from hydraulic fracking may 

contribute to the raw material supply. 
Whatever the source of the monomers, 
the fundamental principles of polymer 
chemistry and physics remains the 
same. Hence the Danish industry will 
need candidates in polymer science and 
engineering for years to come. Thus the 
DPC-DTU will be needed in years to 
come. 

COLLABORATION
The wide range of research areas related 
to polymeric materials gives great op-
portunity for project collaboration with 
the polymer processing industry. Close 
relations to industrial companies are 
maintained by an industrial consortium 
as well as through specific research pro-
jects or consultancy.

Nicolas Alvarez operating the pendant drop/contact angle apparatus, which allows for the accurate measurement of interfacial and surface tension of 
liquids and polymer melts. The image in the background is that of pendant drop of POM suspended in a silicone oil.

Alfa Laval Nakskov A/S (DK)

Coloplast A/S (DK)

Dana Lim A/S (DK)

Dyrup A/S (DK)

grundfos Management A/S (DK)

Hempel A/S (DK)

Novo Nordisk A/S (DK)

Tetra Pak Packaging Solutions AB (SE)

The Danish Polymer Center 
primarily collaborates with the 
following industrial partner

MINERAL OIL CONSUMPTION IN WESTERN EUROPE
http://www.plasticseurope.org

Energy and heating  45%

Transportation  42%

Polymers   5%

Other   8%
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SUSTAINABILITy AND CHEMICAL 
ENgINEERINg
The ECO center at DTU Chemical 
Engineering conducts research to 
understand and demonstrate environ-
mental impacts of technologies and 
industrial processes in chemical and 
biochemical engineering in order to 
assess and analyse the environmental 
sustainability.
Sustainability is a global challenge 
– recently emphasized by UN High-
level Panel on Global Sustainability in 
their report “Resilient People, Resilient 
Planet: A Future Worth Choosing”. The 
report provides 56 recommendations to 
advance visions for a sustainable planet, 
a just society and a growing economy.
Future development will therefore 
require engineers with skills to ensure 
“sustainable engineering”. Engineers in 
chemical and biochemical engineering 
have to design and develop technologies 

and industrial solutions that minimize 
recourse use and prevent environmen-
tal impacts such as climate change. 
Detrimental effects on ecosystems and 
plant production must be avoided, the 
contribution of biological systems to 
exchange carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gasses must be taken into 
account and the growing demand and 
consumption of biomass for energy and 
biorefinery must simultaneously ensure 
the long-term fertility of our soils.
Developing and conducting environ-
mentally sustainable technologies is not 
“simple”. It requires careful considera-
tion of all steps in the complex chain 
of processes from generating resources 
and feedstocks, their conversion to 
products and the handling of waste 
streams. The sustainability of technolo-
gies must be evaluated and assessed by 
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) or other 
assessment tools and concepts. Finally 

such evaluations and assessments need 
to be validated against “real-world” 
measurements of the impacts on the 
environment. ECO conducts research 
and teaches future engineers how to test 
and prove the sustainability of tech-
nologies in chemical and biochemical 
engineering through measurements 
and modelling of impacts and bench-
marking against relevant and realistic 
sustainability metrics. This research will 
form the basis for teaching sustainable 
engineering.

INDUSTRIAL ECOLOgy
ECO’s research and teaching are em-
bedded in the concept of “industrial 
ecology” (IE) - the study of material and 
energy flows through industrial systems, 
where analogies from ecosystem con-
cepts of optimized energy and resource 
use and closed cycle thinking are ap-
plied to benchmark industrial processes 

The ECO center at DTU Chemical 
Engineering conducts research to 
understand and demonstrate en-
vironmental impacts of technolo-
gies and industrial processes in 
chemical and biochemical engine-
ering in order to assess and analyse 
the environmental sustainability

Contact: Head of Centre Claus Beier
clbe@kt.dtu.dk
Phone: +45 20484161

ECOSYSTEmS AND 

ENvIRONmENTAL 

SUSTAINABILITY 

- ECO ECO
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and systems. Industrial ecology consi-
ders the technological world and the 
environment as one system linked via 
impacts and resources. Biomaterials are 
likely to become main organic resources 
for future chemical engineering, but the 
sustainability of bioresources is increa-
singly questioned. Direct and indirect 
impacts via climate change, eutrophica-
tion and over-exploitation compromise 
sustainability and narrow down the 
future boundaries of industrial activity 
and human welfare. Designing sustain-
able industries requires careful planning 
and considerations of the global system 
as a whole. 

ECO approaches this new scientific 
teaching and research area through 
joining its ecosystem perspective with 
the chemical engineering competence 
of the Department. This integration is 
unique among chemical engineering 
departments but requires considerable 
efforts of communication and mutual 
understanding and will, therefore, take 
years for its robust development. 

ECOSySTEM STUDIES ACROSS 
SCALES – FROM gENE TO ECO-
SySTEM
ECO has expertise and facilities to 
conduct realistic experiments and 

measurements on plants and ecosystems 
to evaluate environmental impacts and 
sustainability of energy and chemical 
engineering technologies.
Environmental impacts can become 
manifested at a range of scales from 
genetic and molecular changes over eco-
toxicity and loss of individual species to 
large scale changes in ecosystem struc-
ture and functioning. Therefore, studies 
of environmental impacts need to con-
sider this span in scales. ECO is among 
the leading research groups in the 
world conducting long-term field GHG 
balance observations and designing and 
conducting realistic experiments in full 

Figure 1: Key research areas of ECO aiming at assessing the sustainability of fossil fuel based energy production and industrial processes as well as new 
alternative processes based on biomass. The sustainability assessment involves laboratory and field based measurements and experiments testing the green-
house gas feedbacks to the atmosphere, carbon storage in terrestrial ecosystems, climate change effects on terrestrial ecosystems and “closed cycle” concepts 
with recycling and reuse of waste streams to increase carbon storage and soil fertility.

Atmosphere GHG / CO2, CH4, N2O

Recycling and soil fertility

GHG balance and 
carbon storage

Fossil fuels (coal, oil, gas)

Effects & adaptation of 
ecosystems to climate 

change

Sustainability
assessment and 

modeling

ECO
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ECO employs and develops new advanced measurement techniques to study ecosystem processes. Here, ECO has developed a new advanced automatic 
chamber to measure uptake and release of CO

2
 from plants and soil in order to evaluate the net effect of environmental and climatic changes on the ecosy-

stems ability to take up and store carbon. These measurements are a fundamental requirement when long term sustainability in relation to climate change 
is to be evaluated.

scale ecosystems in order to investigate 
impacts of single and multiple factors.
ECO’s research is based on and employs 
state of the art research facilities inclu-
ding
 » laboratories to study chemical, bio-

chemical and biological processes

 » field-scale facilities in natural eco-
systems to conduct monitoring and 
realistic experiments at the micro-
bial, plant and ecosystem scale

 » field trials for biomass and agricul-
tural plant and growth tests

These facilities provide opportunities 
to experiment and measure crucial 
parameters to address environmental 
impacts on ecosystem processes and 
functioning such as soil structure and 
functioning, nutrient cycling, plant 
growth and adaptation, toxicity of waste 
streams from industry, climate feedback 
from ecosystems etc.

RESEARCH AREAS
c Effects and adaptation of eco-
systems to climate change (e.g. 
impacts of elevated CO2 on ecosy-
stems and genetic adaptation of 

plants)  – research conducted by 
Claus Beier, Teis Mikkelsen, Rikke 
Bagger Jørgensen

Environmental impacts may lead to 
changes in plant performance and plant 
production with ramifications for both 
biodiversity as well as food and energy 
production. The sensitivity of plants 
and plant communities and the ability 
of these to adapt to new conditions are 
crucial for future adaptation strategies 
as well as technological development. 
ECO carries out effects studies pro-
viding insight on these changes at all 
scales from genes to the ecosystem.

RESEARCH CENTRES & RESEARCH AREAS
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DLF Trifolium (DK)

VEgA Solar Panels (DK)

DONg Energy (DK)

HedeDanmark (DK)

Bregentved Estate (DK)

AgroTech (DK)

Videncenter for Landbrug (DK)

Carlsberg (DK)

Nordic Seed (DK)

Sejet Plant Breeding (DK)

gramiNor (NO)

SW Seed/Lantmännen (SE)

Boreal

Collaboration and Public Sector 
Consultancy 

We collaborate with universities, EU, 
policymakers, public companies and 
private industry. We hereby apply 
concepts and results derived from our 
research to practical problems. In this 
way we also ensure dissemination of 
our research. Based on our key com-
petences within climate change and 
sustainability we provide advice to 
public authorities and carry out joint 
research projects. Recent examples 
include risks associated with gene-
tically modified organisms (GMO) 
and optimal utilization of biomass for 
bioenergy.

Ecosystems and Environmental 
Sustainability currently collaborates 

with the following industrial partners

c Carbon storage and greenhouse 
gas balances for ecosystems (e.g. 
carbon uptake in forests and non-
CO2 gHg emissions from energy 
crops) – research conducted by 
Kim Pilegaard, Andreas Ibrom, Per 
Ambus, Klaus Steenberg-Larsen and 
Mette Sustmann Carter

The ability of ecosystems to mitigate cli-
mate change through uptake or release 
of greenhouse gasses (i.e. their GHG 
balance) depends largely on internal 
carbon and nitrogen cycling, which are 
extremely sensitive to the physical and 
chemical environment and to manage-
ment. At ECO we conduct research 
to increase our understanding on the 
feedback processes and how biomass 
production systems and utilization of 
bioresidues should be managed in order 
to help mitigate global warming. Typical 
timescales of the involved processes 
vary from short (30 minutes) to long 
(decades and more). Thus, field studies 
at ECO last from a few months to seve-
ral decades.

c Soil fertility and recycling from 
biomass-based industries (e.g. 
biochar, ash recycling, anaerobic 
digestates, C, N, P cycling) – research 
conducted by Henrik Hauggaard-
Nielsen and Iver Jakobsen

Terrestrial ecosystems deliver goods 
and services to society such as food 

and fibres for energy and materials.  
The long-term sustainability of these 
services depends to a large extent on 
soil fertility. Soil fertility in plant and 
biomass production can be obtained 
through recycling of waste streams and 
by-products from the processes and 
technologies using the biomass and/
or through optimizing plant processes 
with respect to nutrient use. ECO focu-
ses on the development of possibilities 
to combine the plant production and 
production of bioenergy from biomass 
resources with conservation of soil 
fertility and soil carbon sequestration 
by means of redistributing the residual 
products to agricultural soils and/or op-
timizing the uptake and use of nutrients 
by plants.

c Ecosystem modelling and su-
stainability assessment (e.g. Life 
Cycle Assessment) – research condu-
cted by Claus Beier, Andreas Ibrom 
and Rikke Bagger Jørgensen

The complex processes of ecosystems 
can be predicted within known uncer-
tainty boundaries with process-based 
models. Models are core elements of 
all kinds of applications that consider 
ecosystem responses from individual 
impacts studies, to future global climate 
projections. Measurements and model 
outputs on ecosystem responses to en-
vironmental changes provide the basis 
for sustainability assessments.

ECO
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BACKgROUND
The Center for Process Engineering and 
Technology (PROCESS) was created in 
January 2010. The primary objective 
of the work in the Center is to provide 
the necessary research and support 
for industry to develop and imple-
ment the next-generation of chemical, 
pharmaceutical and fuel production 
processes. The next generation of 
processes, which will be implemented in 
industry between 5 and 15 years from 
today, will be clean with an excellent 
environmental footprint and using the 
latest technology for reaction and the 
subsequent product recovery steps, as 
well as advanced process control built 
around mechanistically-based process 
models. In PROCESS we are working 
with many of the major companies to 
match their expectations in terms of 
what these processes will make and the 
technology and support infrastructure 

required. Many processes of the future 
will involve nature’s catalysts (biocata-
lysts) and for this reason fermentation 
and biocatalysis are important subjects. 
The biocatalysis group is led by John 
Woodley (campus Lyngby) and the 
microalgae group by Klaus Breddam 
(campus Risø). Supporting the develop-
ment of these new technologies are two 
other groups. The dynamic modeling 
group is led by Krist Gernaey (campus 
Lyngby) and is focused on dynamic 
models primarily built on a mechanistic 
basis to gain an understanding of unit 
operations and processes. Computa-
tional fluid dynamics and population 
balance models are also important 
elements of this work. The final group is 
focused on miniaturized processes and 
is led by Ulrich Krühne. Miniaturized 
processes find application both in pro-
cess development as well as production, 
dependent upon the industry sector 

and type of process. The sub-groups 
are supported by an excellent team of 
postdocs, PhD students as well as many 
masters and bachelor students. 

BIOCATALySIS
A key technology for the next genera-
tion of processes will be biocatalysis 
(the use of one or more enzymes or cells 
containing one or more enzymes for the 
production of chemicals, pharmaceu-
ticals and fuels). Biocatalytic processes 
offer the advantage of un-paralleled 
selectivity under mild reaction con-
ditions. Nevertheless when using 
biocatalysis on non-natural reactants, 
rates are often low and conditions 
frequently sub-optimal. This has led to 
the development of improved enzymes 
via recombinant DNA technology. At 
PROCESS we work with both academic 
and industrial partners who supply 
recombinant enzymes and cells for us to 

The vision of the Center for Pro-
cess Engineering and Technology is 
to provide the necessary support to 
enable the next generation of pro-
cesses to be implemented in indu-
stry. In this way, the new develop-
ments in biotechnology, catalysis 
and separation science alongside 
process engineering can be trans-
lated into industrial practice. New 
processes with reduced waste, high 
efficiency, and based on all the 
principles of sustainability can be 
developed which will help develop 
the European industrial sector in 
the production of chemicals, bio-
based materials and chemicals, as 
well as pharmaceuticals.

Contact: Professor John Woodley
jw@kt.dtu.dk
Phone: +45 4525 2885

CENTER FOR 

PROCESS ENGINEERING AND 

TECHNOLOGY 

- PROCESS
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use and test in entirely new processes. In 
order to complement this we focus on 
the novel engineering concepts which 
are also required for the final effective 
implementation of such processes 
(especially where the reaction thermo-
dynamics is unfavorable). The work is 
mostly experimental, based both in the 
laboratory (in miniaturized and scaled-
down equipment) as well as the pilot 
plant. In addition some research is focu-
sed on methodology to implement and 
develop biocatalytic processes in the 
most effective way including economic 
and environmental evaluations, which is 
essential to ensure the sustainability of 
such new processes. The sub-group cur-

rently works on several enzymes such as 
transaminases (for the synthesis of (chi-
ral) amines), lipases (for the synthesis of 
biodiesel), oxidases and oxygenases (for 
the selective introduction of oxygen into 
molecules). Process concepts include 
multi-enzymatic processes, substrate 
feeding, in-situ product removal and 
multi-phase processes. The work is 
funded by several EU projects, including 
BIOINTENSE which we launched in 
2012.

MICROALgAE
Some microalgae contain large amounts 
of triglycerides, in particular when they 
are subjected to stress. As The mission 

of the microalgae sub-group within 
PROCESS is to reduce the costs of mi-
croalgae based oil production. This will 
be achieved by development of more 
efficient algae characterized by higher 
growth rates and increased capacity to 
produce oil in a controlled manner. As 
an example, we have isolated tempe-
rature sensitive cell-cycle mutants of 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii with the 
aim to identify mutants that over-pro-
duce neutral lipids when challenged by 
higher temperatures. Crucial indicators 
for the selection of these mutants at 
the restrictive temperature are a block 
in cell division but not for growth. As a 
result, the cells increase in size as a visi-

Multiphasic reaction media (using dyed organic or aqueous phases for visual studies) is a feature of many of the new biocatalytic systems.
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ble phenotype. Among the temperature 
sensitive mutants 9 out of 41 mutants in 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and 11 out 
of 53 in Chlorella vulgaris accumulated 
neutral lipids at the restrictive tempera-
ture under nutrient replete conditions.
In a collaborative effort with Chinese 
Academy of Science, Qingdao Institute 
of Bioenergy and Bioprocess Techno-
logy we are also establishing a synthetic 
biology platform in the lipid producing 
algae Nannochloropsis allowing genome 
engineering to introduce new genetic 
traits. 

DyNAMIC MODELINg
The third sub-group in PROCESS is 
concerned with dynamic modeling. 
Mechanistic models – mathematical 
models developed based on mass, heat 
and momentum balances – as well as 
process simulation and advanced model 

analysis will play an increasingly impor-
tant role for fermentation process de-
velopment. The mechanistic model can 
be supplemented by a modeling toolbox 
including uncertainty and sensitivity 
analysis to assess the statistical quality 
or reliability of the model predictions.
An important feature of mechanistic 
models is that they allow extrapolation 
of the data to understand the effects 
under untested conditions. Therefore, 
when available, those models can be 
used within process design and optimi-
zation to exploit opportunities for pro-
cess improvement which have not been 
tested experimentally. The required size 
of the reactor will, for example, depend 
strongly on the achievable conversion 
rates – rates that can be predicted with 
the mechanistic model. However, taking 
industrial fermentation as an example, 
the majority of the new products 

typically do not involve design of a new 
plant, but rather fitting the new reaction 
or strain and/or separation scheme 
into existing equipment. In this case, 
availability of a reliable process model, 
for example developed on the basis of 
pilot-scale experimentation, enables 
in silico investigations of the process 
performance under different operation 
conditions before moving to full-scale. 
In this way, introducing new products/
strains is more efficient, since it can rely 
on the mechanistic model to evaluate 
the necessary trade-offs that will be 
needed in order to allow establishment 
of an efficient new production process 
within the constraints of the existing 
equipment.
Models become increasingly complex, 
for example as the result of including 
additional details in a model. Computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) is used to 

Anne Olsen and Claes Gjermansen studying microalgae that can produce plant oil.
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model spatial distribution of reactants 
and hydrodynamics. CFD model ap-
plications are expected to become more 
common to support the optimal exploi-
tation of existing production capacity 
in the fermentation industry. CFD can 
be taken a step further, and can be com-
bined with models describing cellular 
metabolism.

MINIATURIZED PROCESSES
The rapid development of microfluidic 
technology has the past years contri-
buted to the development of a number 
of novel technologies used in diagno-
stics, molecular biology, medicine and 
process engineering. In chemical and 
biochemical engineering the production 
of fine chemicals or chemicals with low 
production volumes has thus far been 
in focus of this enabling technology. 
Miniaturized systems have in general 
the advantage that:
 » Excellent material transport can 

be achieved as a result of short dif-
fusion lengths and active flow for 
instance controlled by pumps

 » Superior heat transfer is ensured as 
well due to short energy transport 
distances and small volumes which 
have to be heated or cooled

 » Minute amounts of precious mate-
rials can be investigated

 » Biological reactions e.g. with im-
mobilized cells or enzymes can be 
controlled also with respect to phy-
siological conditions (shear stress)

 » High chemical and biochemical 
conversion rates can be achieved 
due to the fact that the reactions 
are often transport limited (dif-
fusion)

 » Due to the small feature sizes of the 
channels nearly always a laminar 
flow pattern occurs. This means 
mixing will take place by diffusion 
only. 

 » Due to the laminar flow character 
the fluid dynamic behaviour can 
be precisely predicted by use of nu-
merical methods (computational 
fluid dynamic (CFD) methods have 
solely to solve the Navier Stokes 
equations).

Those advantages are expected to con-
tribute significantly to the experimental 
investigation of complicated reaction 
schemes. Development of microfluidic 
experimental platforms will contribute 
to process screening and characteriza-
tion. It is expected that the systems will 
help to cheaply and reliable access 
 » kinetic data, 
 » material characteristics (diffusion, 

solubility), 
 » optimal operation modes (conti-

nuous, batch, fed batch, segmented 
flow, plug flow), 

 » stability /activity of enzymes, 
 » solvent screening, immobilization 

modes (packed bed, membrane, 
wall-coated).

Coupling the experimental screening 
methods with dynamic modeling and 
use of mechanistic models it will be 
possible to reduce the amount of te-
dious and time consuming experiments 
and to accelerate in this way the classical 
way of development of new technology 
and processes. This will result in a redu-
ced time to market for future product 

development in the field of chemical 
and biochemical engineering. 

COLLABORATION
A key feature of PROCESS is colla-
boration with the very best scientists 
and engineers. Within KT we have 
collaborations at all levels and with 
each of the other centers. Likewise we 
have many academic collaborators via 
EC funded projects around Europe. 
Primary collaborators include The 
University of Manchester (UK), 
University College London (UK), TU 
Graz (Austria), LTH (Sweden), TU 
Dortmund (Germany), Slovak Tech-
nical University (Slovakia), Copenha-
gen University (Denmark).
The nature of the research work 
means that collaborations are not 
only required with academic scientists 
but also industrial engineers and 
scientists working in both the re-
search and also developments part 
of companies. Both large companies 
as well as small and medium sized 
entities (SMEs) are essential to such 
collaborations. Major industrial 
collaborators include Novozymes 
(Denmark), Novo Nordisk (Den-
mark), BASF (Germany), c-LEcta 
(Germany), CLEA technologies (The 
Netherlands), DSM (The Nether-
lands), Evonik Industries (Germany), 
Astra Zeneca (Sweden). 
In addition PROCESS is part of 
the CAPEC-PROCESS industrial 
consortium, which provides an excel-
lent forum for discussion of process 
systems engineering (PSE) based tools 
and methods applicable to the next 
generation of production processes.

PROCESS
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JANUARY 

JANUARY 1
Parts of Risø National Laboratory formally become part of 
DTU Chemical Engineering
Approximately 80 new employees become part of DTU Chemi-
cal Engineering. The employees come from Risø Biosystems and 
Risø Plasma Physics and Technology Programme. An intense 
integration process is initiated to welcome the new employees 
and to maximise the synergy effects obtained.

JANUARY 26-27
Nordic Process Control Workshop NPCW17
The 2012 NPCW was hosted at DTU and jointly organized by 
DTU Chemical Engineering and DTU Informatics. The work-
shop brought together 100 participants, with 30 coming from 
the industry.

JANUARY 30
Inauguration Lecture by professor Georgios Kontogeorgis
Professor Kontogeorgis gives a lecture on his field of excellence, 
Applied Thermodynamics. The inauguration lecture is attended 
by more than 80 guests, including colleagues from DTU, the 
industry and other institutions.

FEBRUARY

FEBRUARY 7-8
DEAP Symposium 
The DEAP project’s 50 member strong research team meets at 
DTU for a first symposium – sharing latest news and results and 
giving a general status of the project. At the core of the project 
is research carried out by Associate Professor Anne Ladegaard 
Skov and her team at the Danish Polymer Center (DPC) at DTU 
Chemical Engineering. The project is supported by the Danish 
National Advanced Technology Foundation.

FEBRUARY 23
Professor Anne S. Meyer features on national television
Professor Anne S. Meyer features on national television, TV2, 
on the subject of bioethanol. Professor Meyer appears on tele-
vision on the background that Novozymes is presenting a new 
enzyme that may render the production of bioethanol both less 
expensive and easier to accomplish.

MARCH

MARCH 5-7
Eirini Karakatsani awarded Best Poster at 3rd International 
Gas Processing Symposium
Eirini Karakatsani, postdoc in AT CERE, was awarded Best 
Poster at the 3rd International Gas Processing Symposium for her 
poster "Towards the modeling of natural gas systems containing 
water and selected chemicals". 

1) Associate Professor Anne Ladegaard Skov with one of the DEAP materials, photo: Stefan Mogensen.  2) Professor Anne S. Meyer on national news, 
photo: TV2  3) Eirini Karakatsani receives Best Poster award at 3rd International Gas Processing Symposium in Qatar.
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4) Associate Professor Ulrich Krühne with Dr. Peter Pind (right) of Novozymes, photo: Stefan Mogensen.  5) PhD student Frederikke Bahrt of DPC receives 
the Best Poster Award at the Nordic Polymer Days.  6) Professor Rafiqul Gani of CAPEC welcoming industry partners, photo: Deenesh Babi.

MARCH 12-13
AT CERE joins EU project OCTAVIUS
AT CERE joins the OCTAVIUS (Optimization of CO

2
 Capture 

Technology Allowing Verification and Implementation at Utility 
Scale) project funded under the 7th EU framework program for 
research (FP7).

APRIL

Nominations to the Management Committee for COST Action 
TD1107
Senior Researcher Henrik Hauggaard-Nielsen is nominated 
as member to the Management Committee for COST Action 
TD1107 – Biochar as an option for sustainable resource manage-
ment. Senior Researcher, Jesper Ahrenfeldt is nominated as 
Substitute to the Management Committee.

APRIL 26
Nordics BioProcess Improvement Seminar 2
DTU Chemical Engineering and DTU Systems Biology hosted 
a seminar on bioprocess innovation across different scales. The 
emphasis was on best practices, novel solutions, process inten-
sification and single use technologies. Approximately 40 people 
from the industry and universities took part in the seminar.

APRIL 26
ECO welcomes two visiting Professors from Adelaide, Austra-
lia
Professors Sally Smith and Andrew Smith, The University of 
Adelaide worked for two months with ECO to investigate effects 
of future climate conditions on phosphorus uptake by plants.

MAY 

MAY 10
Debate Day about Bioenergy, Food and Ethics in a Globalized 
World
The Danish Council of Ethics and CONCITO held a debate 
day at the Danish Parliament. Senior Researcher Rikke Bagger 
Jørgensen, who sits on the ethics council, took part in the day 
which was opened by the Danish minister for Climate, Energy 
and Building, Martin Lidegaard.

MAY 14
ECO Workshop on sustainable use of phosphorus reserves
The workshop was organized by Iver Jakobsen and co-workers 
with 16 participants from seven countries, including Danish 
plant breeders. Focus was on the capacity of symbiotic mycor-
rhizal fungi to increase root phosphorus uptake.

MAY 29-31
Nordic Polymer Days 2012
The Danish Polymer Center (DPC) of DTU Chemical Engine-
ering was well represented at this year’s Nordic Polymer Days. 
PhD student Frederikke Bahrt of DPC was awarded Best Poster 
Award for her presentation on New Cross-Linkers for PDMS 
Networks. NPD is arranged each year and hosted at turns in 
Sweden, Finland and Denmark. 126 polymer professionals from 
all the Nordic countries had signed up for the event.
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JUNE

JUNE 12-14
CAPEC-PROCESS Industrial Consortium Annual Meeting 2012
On 12-14 June 2012, CAPEC and PROCESS held their second 
joint Annual Meeting with close to 90 participants from their in-
dustrial partners and academia. The subjects of the presentations 
encompassed modelling, physical property data, process-product 
design, process analysis control and monitoring, and software 
improvements.

JUNE 13-15
CERE Discussion Meeting
CERE Discussion Meeting 2012 took place on 13-15 June with 94 
participants, including 22 of the center’s consortia and academia 
partners. The topics covered at this year’s meeting were: Complex 
Fluids, CO

2
 Capture and Storage, Geoscience, Reservoir Engine-

ering and Petroleum Fluids.

JUNE 22
Students at DTU Chemical Engineering win 2nd and 3rd prizes at 
GRØN DYST
Two bachelor students, Agnete Gørløv and Andreas Hofer, win the 
2nd prize in the bachelor project category at GRØN DYST. Agnete 
and Andreas’ bachelor project is focused on 2nd generation bio-
fuels; supervisor is Professor Anker Degn Jensen. Master student 
Jan Erik Nielsen wins the 3rd prize for his master thesis on diabatic 
distillation; supervisor is Associate Professor Jens Abildskov.

JUNE 29
Novozymes Donates DKK 10 Million to Professorship in In-
dustrial Fermentation
Novozymes and DTU initiate a partnership which significantly 
boosts research in industrial fermentation technology. The colla-
boration means that Novozymes establishes a new professorship 
at the department. In connection with the donation, Per Olesen, 
Vice President of Novozymes and responsible for developing 
production processes, production technologies and products 
at Novozymes, states, “We have a long-standing tradition for 
a sound and fruitful partnership with DTU Chemical Engine-
ering, and this professorship is a natural part of our collabora-
tion.”

JULY

JULY 15-19
CAPEC & PROCESS Researchers Attend PSE2012 in Singapore
A nine-strong team from CAPEC and PROCESS attended the 
conference in Singapore to advertise that our department will be 
hosting the next international symposium, PSE2015, as a joint 
event with ESCAPE25 in 2015.

JULY 2-29
Summer University at DTU Chemical Engineering a Conti-
nued Success
The Summer University again attracted many students from 
especially the USA. In total 53 students took part in the summer 
course which is focused on unit operations at the department’s 
unique pilot plant.

7) Agnete Gørløv and Andreas Hofer win 2nd prize in Grøn Dyst, photo: DTU.  8) Head of Department Kim Dam-Johansen and Per Olesen (right), Vice 
President of Novozymes.
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AUGUST

AUGUST 1
Sønnik Clausen celebrates 25 years at Risø and DTU
Senior Researcher Sønnik Clausen celebrated his 25th anni-
versary at Risø and DTU. Sønnik Clausen works with advanced 
instrumentation at the CHEC Research Center.

AUGUST 13-24
Advanced Course on Thermodynamic Models
As part of the department’s continuing education offers, the 
Advanced Course on Thermodynamic Models: Fundamentals & 
Computational Aspects was conducted. The principal teacher at 
the course was Docent Michael L. Michelsen. Participants were 
researchers and PhD students from USA, Germany, Brazil, Italy, 
India, Norway, Czech Republic and Denmark.

AUGUST 23-24
KAIST-DTU Collaboration Workshop on Biorefining
DTU Chemical Engineering welcomed its cooperation partners 
from the Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engine-
ering at KAIST to further discuss possible areas of collaboration 
– in a workshop on definition of a common Biorefinery pro-
gramme. Many promising areas of collaboration were identified, 
on both research, students exchange and teaching.

AUGUST 27-31
Course on Coatings Science and Engineer
Associate Professor Søren Kiil conducts a five-day course for 
eight participants from the coatings industry. The course is part 
of the department’s offers on continuing education for external 
parties.

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER 1
Four new members of faculty
Former Head of Biosystems Division at Risø, Kim Pilegaard, 
is appointed Professor in Chemical Engineering with special 
assignments (MSA). Dr. Manuel Pinelo and Dr. Ulrich Krühne 
are employed as Associate Professors. Research Specialist Hanne 
Østergård also joins our faculty.

SEPTEMBER 19
Workshop on Biocatalytic Process Design  
The PROCESS research center organizes a meeting for the Euro-
pean Network BIOTRAINS in Copenhagen. The meeting was 
followed by a two-day workshop on Biocatalytic Process Design 
at DTU, which included a visit to Novozymes A/S facilities.

SEPTEMBER 21
Krist V. Gernaey receives research grant from the Novo Nor-
disk Foundation
Associate Professor Krist V. Gernaey receives a grant from the 
Novo Nordisk Foundation to pursue a research project on 
exploring biochemical process performance limits through 
topology optimization.

SEPTEMBER 26-27
International ecosystem modelling workshop
The ECO center organized an international ecosystem model-
ling workshop in Copenhagen for the INCREASE EU project 
with representatives from six different European climate change 

9-12) Summer University at DTU Chemical Engineering, photo 9,11,12: Lars Kiørboe, photo 10: Stefan Mogensen.
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experiments as well as invited modeling experts. The aim was 
to obtain improved model predictions of the effects of climate 
change on ecosystem processes through standardized model ap-
plication across multiple climate change experiments.

OCTOBER

OCTOBER 8-13
DTU Chemical Engineering Conducts Autumn School in 
Beijing
Scientists from CHEC, DTU Chemical Engineering were in 
Beijing in October to conduct an Autumn School at Institute of 
Process Engineering, Chinese Academy of Science. The dele-
gation from DTU Chemical Engineering conducted the course 
on thermal and catalytic conversion of biomass and waste, 
including the subjects of combustion, pyrolysis, gasification, 
ash chemistry and advanced instrumentation. A subsequent 
workshop comprised presentations from 25 scientists – evenly 
distributed between the two countries.

Kim Dam-Johansen in Beijing to prepare new joint MSc pro-
gramme
Professor Kim Dam-Johansen visits Beijing to prepare for a 
coming MSc programme in Chemical and Biochemical Engine-
ering (Biomass & Energy) as part of the Sino-Danish Center for 
Education and Research. 

OCTOBER 23-24 
Students visit BASF in Germany
25 bachelor and master students of DTU Chemical Engineering 
and Assistant Professor Jakob Kjøbsted Huusom went to BASF, 
the world’s leading chemical company. The visit both gave an 
insight into the classical chemical areas of BASF based on oil and 
natural gas – and an insight into BASF’s biotechnology research. 
The latter served as a good illustration of real-life process design, 
and lab to large-scale issues.

OCTOBER 25
First workshop of the BIOPRO consortium
Associate Professor Krist V. Gernaey and Professor John M. 
Woodley participate in the BIOPRO consortium, a collaboration 
project between DTU Chemical Engineering, KU-Life, DONG 
Energy, Novo Nordisk, Novozymes and CP Kelco aiming at 
establishing bio-based production processes with increased ef-
ficiency.

OCTOBER 26
Technician Jens Henry Poulsen celebrates 25 years in the 
workshop
Jens Henry Poulsen has worked for 25 years in the workshop at 
DTU Chemical Engineering. Jens and his colleagues deliver an 
excellent service to the department signified by high skills and 
commitment.

13) Sønnik Clausen celebrates 25 years at Risø and DTU, photo: Henriette Christensen.  14) KAIST-DTU Collaboration Workshop, photo: Christian Ove 
Carlsson
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OCTOBER 29
Postdoc Nicolas Alvarez Receives Best Paper Award at AIChE 
Annual Meeting
Postdoc Nicolas J. Alvarez of the Danish Polymer Centre (DPC) 
at DTU Chemical Engineering received the award at the AIChE 
Annual Meeting in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER 8
Launch of new EU project BIOINTENSE
Professor John M Woodley, Associate Professor Ulrich Krühne 
and postdoc Pär Tufvesson launch the new EU project BIO-
INTENSE which they coordinate together with Associate Profes-
sor Krist V Gernaey. The kick-off meeting was held in Brussels 
with all partners.

NOVEMBER 30
DPC 8th Annual Polymer Day
The Danish Polymer Center (DPC) holds its 8th Annual Polymer 
Day with 50 participants from industry and academia. Keynote 
speaker was Professor Julian Evans, Professor of Materials at the 
Department of Chemistry, University College London.

NOVEMBER 30
Professor Anne Meyer celebrates 25 years at DTU
Professor Anne Meyer celebrates her 25 years at DTU. Anne  
 Meyer wrote her PhD at DTU, Department of Biotechnology 

(later DTU BioCentrum) where she worked until 2006 when she 
was employed as Professor and Head of the Center for BioPro-
cess Engineering at DTU Chemical Engineering.

DECEMBER

DECEMBER 14
Annual Christmas Meeting at the department
The annual Christmas meeting brought together all staff of 
the department for a day of professional knowledge transfer 
and mingling. The programme included 12 presentations from 
PhD students – arranged as a competition with short 3-minute 
presentations among which colleagues could vote for the best 
three. Frederikke Bahrt won 1st place with her presentation 
“New Cross-linkers for PDMS Elastomers as Artificial Muscles”. 
The day also included presentations from the 7 research centers. 
Head of Department Kim Dam-Johansen gave a status on the 
department and an outlook into 2013.

DECEMBER 17
Professor Anker Degn Jensen in new catalyst project with 
Haldor Topsøe
On 17 December the Danish National Advanced Technology 
Foundation (Højteknologifonden) announced that they support 
a joint DTU Chemical Engineering and Haldor Topsøe A/S 
project on the development of new catalysts for heavy diesel-
powered vehicles. The foundation grants DKK 9.5 million for 
the 4-year project bringing the total budget of the project to 
DKK 19 million.

15) Autumn School in Beijing, photo: IPE-CAS.  16) Jens Henry Poulsen celebrates 25 years in the workshop, photo: Christian Ove Carlsson.  17) Postdoc 
Nicolas Alvarez next to the FSR, photo: José Marin.  18) Frederikke Bahrt (left) wins Best PhD presentation at the Christmas Meeting, photo: Nina Thom-
sen.
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STAFF 2012

TYPE OF STAFF

(Total 268 persons)

FOREIGN SCIENTIFIC STAFF

(Total 101 persons)

37 % PhD students

37 % Scientific

12 % Technical

13 % Administrative

1 % Trainees a. o.

38 % Asia

54 % Europe

3 % Middle East

1 % North America

4 % South America

STAFF DISTRIBUTED BY AGE 

(Total 268 persons)
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PRODUCTIvITY

TEACHING & EDUCATION 2012
STUDENTS, EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES AND IMPACT

Students (STÅ*)                                 192

Completed BSc projects                                 20

Completed MSc projects                               59

* One STÅ is the equivalent of one student studying full time in a year

RESEARCH & INNOVATION 2012

Scientific articles with referee in ISI-indexed journals (WoS)    170

Scientific articles with referee (non-WoS)  17

Contributions to refereed conference proceedings (and book series)   26

Monographs  1

Contributions to books 9

PhD Theses 29

Scientific publications and conference contributions with no peer-review 138

Contribution indicated as popular 9

Scientific reports 4

PRODUCTIVITy
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PUBLICATIONS

Scientific articles with referee in 
ISI-indexed journals (WoS)

Abang Z., D.N.; Chronakis, I.S.; meyer, A.S. 
(2012): Enzyme catalyzed oxidative gela-
tion of sugar beet pectin: Kinetics and 
rheology. Food Hydrocolloids, 28(1), 130-140.

Abián, m.; Jensen, A.D.; Glarborg, P.; Alzueta, m.U. 
(2012): Soot reactivity in conventional com-
bustion and oxy-fuel combustion environ-
ments. Energy & Fuels, 26(8), 5337-5344.

Abildskov, J.; Leeuwen, m.B. van; Boeriu, C.G.; 
Broek, L.A.m. van den (2012): Computer-aided 
solvent screening for biocatalysis. Journal 
of molecular Catalysis B: Enzymatic, 85-86, 
200-213.

Adewole, J.K.; Jensen, L.; Al-mubaiyedh, U.A.; 
von Solms, N.; Hussein, I.A. (2012): Transport 
properties of natural gas through polyeth-
ylene nanocomposites at high temperature 
and pressure. Journal of Polymer Research, 
19(2), 9814.

Afzal, W.; Breil, m.P.; Tsivintzelis, I.; mohammadi, 
A.H.; Kontogeorgis, G.m.; Richon, D. (2012): 
Experimental study and phase equilibrium 
modeling of systems containing acid gas 
and glycol. Fluid Phase Equilibria, 318, 40-50.

Agger, J.; meyer, A.S. (2012): Alteration of bio-
mass composition in response to changing 
substrate particle size and the consequenc-
es for enzymatic hydrolysis of corn bran. 
BioResources, 7(3), 3378-3397.

Albaek, m.O.; Gernaey, K.v.; Hansen, m.S.; 
Stocks, S.m. (2012): Evaluation of the energy 
efficiency of enzyme fermentation by 
mechanistic modeling. Biotechnology and 
Bioengineering, 109(4), 950-961.

Albert, K.R.; mikkelsen, T.N.; Ro-Poulsen, H.; 
Arndal, m.F. et al. (2012): Solar UV-B effects 
on PSII performance in Betula nana are 
influenced by PAR level and reduced by 
EDU: results of a 3-year experiment in the 
High Arctic. Physiologia Plantarum, 145(3), 
485-500.

Albert, K.R.; Kongstad, J.; Schmidt, I.K.; Ro-
Poulsen, H.; mikkelsen, T.N.; mikkelsen, A.; 
Linden, L. van der; Beier, C. (2012): Temperate 
heath plant response to dry conditions 
depends on growth strategy and less on 
physiology. Acta Oecologica, 45, 79-87.

Ale m.T., mikkelsen J.D., meyer A.S. (2012): 
Designed optimization of a single-step 
extraction of fucose-containing sulfated 
polysaccharides from Sargassum sp. J Appl 
Phycol, 24, 715-723.

Al-Haque, N.; Andrade Santacoloma, P.; Lima 
Afonso Neto, W.; Tufvesson, P.; Gani, R.; 
Woodley, J. (2012): A robust methodology for 
kinetic model parameter estimation for bio-
catalytic reactions.  Biotechnology Progress, 
28(5), 1186-1196.

Arvaniti, E.; Bjerre, A.B.; Schmidt, J.E. (2012): 
Wet oxidation pretreatment of rape straw 
for ethanol production. Biomass & Bioenergy, 
39, 94-105.

Avlund, A.S.; Kontogeorgis, G.; michelsen, m.L. 
(2012): Application of simplified PC-SAFT 
to glycol ethers. Industrial & Engineering 
Chemistry Research, 51(1), 547-555.

Awan, J.; Tsivintzelis, I.; Coquelet, C.; Konto-
georgis, G. (2012): Phase equilibria of three 
binary mixtures: Methanethiol + methane, 
methanethiol + nitrogen, and methanethiol 
+ carbon dioxide. Journal of Chemical and 
Engineering Data, 57, 896-901.

Awan, J.; Tsivintzelis, I.; valtz, A.; Coquelet, C.; 
Kontogeorgis, G. (2012): Vapor–liquid–liquid 
equilibrium measurements and modeling 
of the methanethiol + methane + water 
ternary system at 304, 334, and 364 K. 
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research, 
51(35), 11561-11564.

Bakhtiyari, L.; moghimi, F.; mansouri, S.S.; Farsi, 
A.; malek-Shah, m.m. (2012): EIS and adjunct 
electrical modeling for material selection by 
evaluating two mild steels for use in super-
alkaline mineral processing. Research on 
Chemical Intermediates, 38(3-5), 965-982.

Bashir, m.S..; Jensen, P.A.; Frandsen, F.; Wedel, 
S.; Dam-Johansen, K.; Wadenbäck, J.; Thaaning, 
S.(2012): Ash transformation and deposit 
build-up during biomass suspension and 
grate firing: Full-scale experimental studies. 
Fuel Processing Technology, 97, 93-106.

Bashir, m.S.; Jensen, P.A.; Frandsen, F.; Wedel, S.; 
Dam-Johansen, K.; Wadenbäck, J.; Pedersen, S.T. 
(2012): Suspension-firing of biomass : Part 
1, full-scale measurements of ash deposit 
build-up. Energy & Fuels, 26, 2317-2330.

Bashir, m.S.; Jensen, P.A.; Frandsen, F.; Wedel, 
S.; Dam-Johansen, K.; Wadenbäck, J. (2012): 
Suspension-firing of biomass : Part 2, boiler 
measurements of ash deposit shedding. 
Energy & Fuels, 26, 5241-5255.

Baum, A.; Agger, J.; meyer, A.S.; Egebo, m.; 
mikkelsen, J.D. (2012): Rapid near infrared 
spectroscopy for prediction of enzy-
matic hydrolysis of corn bran after various 
pretreatments. New Biotechnology, 29(3), 
293-301.

Beier, m.J.; Kleist, W.; Wharmby, m.T.; Kissner, R. 
et al. (2012): Aerobic epoxidation of olefins 
catalyzed by the cobalt-based metal–or-
ganic framework STA-12(Co). Chemistry: A 
European Journal, 18(3), 887-898.
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Beier, m.J.; Grunwaldt, J.-D.; Tsivintzelis, I.; Jen-
sen, A.D.; Kontogeorgis, G.m.; Baiker, A. (2012): 
Selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol in 
dense CO2 : Insight by phase behavior 
modeling. Journal of Supercritical Fluids, 63, 
199-207.

Beier, m.J.; Andanson, J.-m.; Baiker, A. (2012): 
Tuning the chemoselective hydrogenation 
of nitrostyrenes catalyzed by ionic liquid-
supported platinum nanoparticles. A C S 
Catalysis, 2(12), 202587-2595.

Beier, C.; Beierkuhnlein, C.; Wohlgemuth, 
T.; Penuelas, J. et al. (2012): Precipitation 
manipulation experiments – challenges and 
recommendations for the future. Ecology 
Letters, 15(8), 899-911.

Bejenariu, A.G.; Yu, L.; Skov, A.L. (2012): Low 
moduli elastomers with low viscous dissipa-
tion. Soft matter, 8(14), 3917-3923.

Berges, C.; Javakhishvili, I.; Hvilsted, S.; Sánchez, 
C.; Alcalá, R. (2012): Photoresponsive azo-
polyester–PMMA block copolymers obtained 
by combination of ATRP, polycondensation, 
and “click” chemistry. macromolecular Chem-
istry and Physics, 213(21), 2299-2310.

Bernardos, A.; mondragón, L.; Javakhishvili, I.; 
mas, N. et al (2012): Azobenzene polyesters 
used as gate-like scaffolds in nanoscopic 
hybrid systems. Chemistry: A European Jour-
nal, 18(41), 13068-13078.

Boesgaard, K.S.; Albert, K.R.; Ro-Poulsen, 
H.; michelsen, A.; mikkelsen, T.N.; Schmidt, 
N.m. (2012): Long-term structural canopy 
changes sustain net photosynthesis per 
ground area in high arctic Vaccinium uligi-
nosum exposed to changes in near-ambient 
UV-B levels. Physiologia Plantarum, 145(4), 
540-550.

Botheju, D.; Glarborg, P.; Tokheim, L.-A. (2012): 
NOx reduction using amine reclaimer 
wastes (ARW) generated in post combus-

tion CO2 capture. International Journal of 
Greenhouse Gas Control, 10, 33-45.

Bruhn, D.; møller, I.m.; mikkelsen, T.N.; Ambus, P. 
(2012): Terrestrial plant methane produc-
tion and emission. Physiologia Plantarum, 
144, 201-209.

Bruun, E.W.; Petersen, C.; Strobel, B.W.; 
Hauggaard-Nielsen, H. (2012): Nitrogen and 
carbon leaching in repacked sandy soil with 
added fine particulate biochar. Soil Science 
Society of America, Journal, 76(4), 1142-1148.

Cárdenas-Fernández, m.; Lima Afonso Neto, W.; 
López, C.; Álvaro, Gr.; Tufvesson, P.; Woodley, 
J.m. (2012): Immobilization of escherichia 
coli containing ω-transaminase activity in 
LentiKats®. Biotechnology Progress, 28(3), 
693-698.

Carlquist, m.; Fernandes, R.L.; Helmark, S.; Heins, 
A.-L. et al. (2012): Physiological heterogene-
ities in microbial populations and implica-
tions for physical stress tolerance. microbial 
Cell Factories, 11(94).

Cervera Padrell, A.E.; morthensen, S.T.; Lewan-
dowski, D.J.; Skovby, T.; Kiil, S.; Gernaey, K.v. 
(2012): Continuous hydrolysis and liquid–liq-
uid phase separation of an active pharma-
ceutical ingredient intermediate using a 
miniscale hydrophobic membrane separator. 
Organic Process Research and Development, 
16(5), 888-900.

Cervera Padrell, A.E.; Nielsen, J.; Jønch Pedersen, 
m.; müller Christensen, K.; mortensen, A.R.; 
Skovby, T.; Dam-Johansen, K.; Kiil, S.; Gernaey, 
K.v. (2012): Monitoring and control of a con-
tinuous grignard reaction for the synthesis 
of an active pharmaceutical ingredient 
intermediate using inline NIR spectroscopy. 
Organic Process Research and Development, 
16(5), 901-914.

Cervera Padrell, A.E.; Skovby, T.; Kiil, S.; Gani, R.; 
Gernaey, K.; Lutze, P. (2012): Active phar-

maceutical ingredient (API) production 
involving continuous processes – A process 
system engineering (PSE)-assisted design 
framework. European Journal of Pharmaceu-
tics and Biopharmaceutics, 82(2), 437-456.

Chakraborti, m.; Jackson, J.K.; Plackett, D.; 
Gilchrist, S.E.; Burt, H.m.  (2012): The ap-
plication of layered double hydroxide clay 
(LDH)-poly(lactide-co-glycolic acid) (PLgA) 
film composites for the controlled release 
of antibiotics. Journal of materials Science: 
materials in medicine, 23(7), 1705-1713.

Chamkalani, A.; mohammadi, A.H.; Eslami-
manesh, A.; Gharagheizi, F.; Richon, D. (2012): 
Diagnosis of asphaltene stability in crude 
oil through “two parameters” SVM model. 
Chemical Engineering Science, 81, 202-208.

Christensen, K.m.; Pedersen, m.J.; Dam-Johan-
sen, K.; Holm, T.L.; Skovby, T.; Kiil, S. (2012): 
Design and operation of a filter reactor for 
continuous production of a selected phar-
maceutical intermediate. Chemical Engineer-
ing Science, 71, 111-117.

Christensen, J.m.; Duchstein, L.D.L.; Wagner, 
J.B.; Jensen, P.A.; Temel, B.; Jensen, A.D. (2012): 
Catalytic conversion of syngas into higher 
alcohols over carbide catalysts. Industrial 
& Engineering Chemistry Research, 51(11), 
4161-4172.

Darde, v.C.A.; maribo-mogensen, B.; van Well, 
W.J.m.; Stenby, E.H.; Thomsen, K. (2012): Pro-
cess simulation of CO2 capture with aque-
ous ammonia using the Extended UNIQUAC 
model. International Journal of Greenhouse 
Gas Control, 10, 74-87.

Darde, v.; Thomsen, K.; van Well, W.J.m.; 
Bonalumi, D.; valenti, G.; macchi, E. (2012): 
Comparison of two electrolyte models for 
the carbon capture with aqueous ammo-
nia. International Journal of Greenhouse Gas 
Control, 8, 61-72.
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PUBLICATIONS CONTINUED

Daugaard, A.E.; Jankova Atanasova, K.; marín, 
J.m.R.; Bøgelund, J.; Hvilsted, S. (2012): 
Poly(ethylene-co-butylene) functionalized 
multi walled carbon nanotubes applied in 
polypropylene nanocomposites. European 
Polymer Journal, 48(4), 743-750.

Dieleman, W.I. J.; vicca, S.; Dijkstra, F.A.; Hagedo-
rn, F. et al: (2012): Simple additive effects are 
rare: a quantitative review of plant biomass 
and soil process responses to combined ma-
nipulations of CO2 and temperature. Global 
Change Biology, 18(9), 2681-2693.

Dimitrov, I.; Takamuku, S.; Jankova Atanasova, 
K.; Jannasch, P.; Hvilsted, S. (2012): Polysul-
fone functionalized with phosphonated 
poly(pentafluorostyrene) grafts for poten-
tial fuel cell applications. macromolecular 
Rapid Communications, 33(16), 1368-1374.

Dixon-Lewis, G.; marshall, P.; Ruscic, B.; Burcat, 
A. et al. (2012): Inhibition of hydrogen oxida-
tion by HBr and Br2. Combustion and Flame, 
159(2), 528-540.

Ejlebjerg Jensen, K.; Okkels, F.; Szabo, P.; Alves, 
m.A. (2012): Experimental characterisation 
of a novel viscoelastic rectifier design. 
Biomicrofluidics, 6(4), 044112.

Eslamimanesh, A.; Gharagheizi, F.; moham-
madi, A.H.; Richon, D. (2012): A statistical 
method for evaluation of the experimental 
phase equilibrium data of simple clathrate 
hydrates. Chemical Engineering Science, 80, 
402-408.

Eslamimanesh, A.; mohammadi, A.H.; Richon, D. 
(2012): Thermodynamic modeling of phase 
equilibria of semi-clathrate hydrates of CO2, 
CH4, or N2+tetra-n-butylammonium bromide 
aqueous solution. Chemical Engineering Sci-
ence, 81, 319-328.

Evseev, v.; Fateev, A.; Clausen, S. (2012): High-
resolution transmission measurements 
of CO2 at high temperatures for industrial 
applications. Journal of Quantitative Spectros-
copy & Radiative Transfer, 113, 2222–2233.

Feyissa, A.H.; Gernaey, K.; Adler-Nissen, J. 
(2012): Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis: 
Mathematical model of coupled heat and 
mass transfer for a contact baking process. 
Journal of Food Engineering, 109(2), 281-290.

Flores-Alsina, X.; Gernaey, K.v..; Jeppsson, U. 
(2012): Benchmarking biological nutrient 
removal in wastewater treatment plants: 
influence of mathematical model assump-
tions. Water Science and Technology, 65(8), 
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(2012): global sensitivity analysis of the 
BSM2 dynamic influent disturbance sce-
nario generator. Water Science and Technol-
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Fonseca, J.m.S.; von Solms, N. (2012): Develop-
ment and testing of a new apparatus for 
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temperature phase equilibria. Fluid Phase 
Equilibria, 329, 55-62.
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Skov, A.L. (2012): Investigation of the 
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Papale, D. (2012): Relative humidity effects 
on water vapour fluxes measured with 
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meteorology, 165, 53-63.
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Bioresource Technology, 115, 183-195.

Yang, S.-Y.; Grønlund, m.; Jakobsen, I.; Grote-
meyer, m.S. et al. (2012): Nonredundant 
regulation of rice arbuscular mycorrhizal 
symbiosis by two members of the phos-
phate transporter 1 gene family. Plant Cell, 
24(10), 204236-4251.

Yao, S.; Brandt, A.B.; Egsgaard, H.; Gjermansen, 
C. (2012): Neutral lipid accumulation at el-
evated temperature in conditional mutants 
of two microalgae species. Plant Physiology 
and Biochemistry, 61, 71-79.

Yin, C.; Rosendahl, L.A.; Clausen, S.; Hvid, S. 
(2012): Characterizing and modeling of an 
88 MW grate-fired boiler burning wheat 
straw: Experience and lessons. Energy, 
473-482.

Yu, K.; Rasmussen, H.K.; Román marín, J.m.; Has-
sager, O. (2012): Mechanism of spontane-
ous hole formation in thin polymeric films. 
Physical Review B (Condensed matter and 
materials Physics), 85, 024201.

Yuan, Z.; Chen, B.; Sin, G.; Gani, R. (2012): State-
of-the-art and progress in the optimization-
based simultaneous design and control for 
chemical processes. AIChE Journal, 58(6), 
1640-1659.

Yuan, H.; Shapiro, A.; You, Z.; Badalyan, A. 
(2012): Estimating filtration coefficients for 
straining from percolation and random walk 
theories. Chemical Engineering Journal, 210, 
63-73.

Zahid, A.; Shapiro, A.; Stenby, E.H.; Yan, W. 
(2012): Managing injected water composi-
tion to improve oil recovery: a case study of 
North Sea chalk reservoirs. Energy & Fuels, 
26(6), 3407-3415.

Zeuner, B; Kontogeorgis, G; Riisager, A.; meyer, 
A.S. (2012): Thermodynamically based 
solvent design for enzymatic saccharide 
acylation with hydroxycinnamic acids in 
non-conventional media. New Biotechnology, 
29(3), 255-270.

Zhang, X.; Shapiro, A.; Stenby, E.H. (2012): 
gravity effect on two-phase immiscible 
flows in communicating layered reservoirs. 
Transport in Porous media, 92(3), 767-788.

Zheng, Y.; Jensen, A.D.; Windelin, C.; Jensen, F. 
(2012): Dynamic measurement of mercury 
adsorption and oxidation on activated 
carbon in simulated cement kiln flue gas. 
Fuel, 93, 649-657.

Zheng, Y.; Jensen, A.D.; Windelin, C.; Jensen, F. 
(2012): Review of technologies for mercury 
removal from flue gas from cement pro-
duction processes. Progress in Energy and 
Combustion Science, 38(5), 599-629.

Scientific articles with referee 
(non-WoS) (not complete)

Abang Zaidel, D.N.; meyer, A.S. (2012): Biocata-
lytic cross-linking of pectic polysaccharides 
for designed food functionality : Structures, 
mechanisms, and reactions. Biocatalysis and 
Agricultural Biotechnology, 1(3), 207-219.

Badiei, S.; Bohman, K.; Clausen, S.; Larsen, H.E.; 
Leffler, T. (2012): IR sensor för övervakning 
av brännarflamma i biobränsle eldade 
kraftverk.  Stockholm : värmeforsk Service AB, 
49 p. (P08-801).

Bruhn, D.; Albert, K.R.; mikkelsen, T.N.; Ambus, 
P. (2012): UV-induced carbon monoxide 
emission from sand and living vegetation. 
Biogeosciences Discussions, 9(7), 8449.

Carter, m.S.; Larsen, K.S.; Emmett, B.; Estiarte, 
m. et al. (2012): Synthesizing greenhouse 
gas fluxes across nine European peatlands 
and shrublands – responses to climatic and 
environmental changes. Biogeosciences 
Discussions, 9(3), 3693-3738.

Gernaey, K.; Baganz, F.; Franco-Lara, E.; Kensy, 
F. et al. (2012): Monitoring and control of 
microbioreactors: An expert opinion on 
development needs. Biotechnology Journal, 
7(10), 1308-1314.

Gernaey, K.; Cervera Padrell, A.E.; Woodley, J. 
(2012): Development of continuous phar-
maceutical production processes supported 
by process systems engineering methods 
and tools. Future medicinal Chemistry, 4(11), 
1371-1374.

Heiske, S.; Østergård, H. (2012): Opinions on 
biogas in organic farming. ICROFS news, 1, 
8-9.

Komulainen, T.m.; Enemark-Rasmussen, R.; Sin, 
G.; Fletcher, J.P.; Cameron, D. (2012): Experi-
ences on dynamic simulation software in 
chemical engineering education. Education 
for Chemical Engineers.

Lima Ramos, J.; Tufvesson, J.; Tufvesson, P.; 
Woodley, J. (2012): Measuring the eco-effi-
ciency of bioprocesses. ChemBioTec, 3, 9-11.
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Luttmann, R.; Bracewell, D.G.; Cornelissen, 
G.; Gernaey, K. et al. (2012): Soft sensors in 
bioprocessing: A status report and recom-
mendations. Biotechnology Journal, 7(8), 
1040-1048.

maury, T.L.; Ottow, K.E.; Brask, J.; villadsen, J.; 
Hobley, T.J. (2012): Use of high-gradient 
magnetic fishing for reducing proteolysis 
during fermentation. Biotechnology Journal, 
7(7), 909-918.

Nørgaard, K.P.; Dam-Johansen, K.; Catala, P.; 
Kiil, S. (2012): Intumescent coatings under 
fast heating. Lakokrasochnye materialy i ikh 
Primenenie, 7, 17-20.

Nørgaard, K.P.; Dam-Johansen, K.; Català, P.; Kiil, 
S. (2012): Intumescent coatings under fast 
heating. European Coatings Journal, 6, 34-39.

Perozziello, G.; møllenbach, J.; Laursen, S.; Di 
Fabrizio, E.; Gernaey, K.; Krühne, U. (2012): Lab 
on a chip automates in vitro cell culturing. 
microelectronic Engineering, 98, 655-658.

Ravn, H.C.; Damstrup, m.L.; meyer, A.S. (2012): 
Optimization of reaction parameters for 
enzymatic glyceride synthesis from fish 
oil: Ethyl esters versus free fatty acids. 
Biocatalysis and Agricultural Biotechnology, 
1(4), 273-279.

Sobkowiak, L.; Bielewicz, D.; malecka, E.m.; 
Jakobsen, I.; Albrechtsen, m.; Szweykowska-
Kulinska, Z.; Pacak, A. (2012): The role of the 
P1BS element containing promoter-driven 
genes in Pi transport and homeostasis in 
plants. Frontiers in Plant Science, 3, Article 58.

Ståhlberg, T.J.B.; Woodley, J.; Riisager, A. (2012): 
Enzymatic isomerization of glucose and 
xylose in ionic liquids. Catalysis Science & 
Technology, 2(2), 291-295.

Contributions to refereed con-
ference proceedings (and book 
series) (not complete)

Abdul Samad, N.A.F.B.; meisler, K.T.; Gernaey, 
K.; von Solms, N.; Gani, R. (2012): Systematic 
identification of crystallization kinetics 
within a generic modelling framework. 
Proceedings of the 11th International 
Symposium on Process Systems Engineer-
ing. Elsevier Bv, 945-949, Computer Aided 
Chemical Engineering, 31.

Enemark-Rasmussen, R.; Cameron, D.; Angelo, 
P.B.; Sin, G. (2012): A simulation based engi-
neering method to support HAZOP studies. 
Proceedings of the 11th International 
Symposium on Process Systems Engineer-
ing . Elsevier Bv, 1271-1275, Computer Aided 
Chemical Engineering, 31.

Hukkerikar, A.; Jones, m.; Sarup, B.; Abildskov, J.; 
Sin, G.; Gani, R. (2012): Sensitivity of process 
design due to uncertainties in property 
estimates. Proceedings of the 11th Interna-
tional Symposium on Process Systems 
Engineering. Elsevier Bv, 200-204, Computer 
Aided Chemical Engineering, 31.

Krühne, U.; Bodla, v.K.; møllenbach, J.; Laursen, 
S.; Theilgaard, N.; Christensen, L.H.; Gernaey, 
K. (2012): Computational fluid dynamics at 
work - design and optimization of micro-
fluidic applications. Proceedings of the 
11th International Symposium on Process 
Systems Engineering. Elsevier Bv, 835-839, 
Computer Aided Chemical Engineering, 31, 
Part A.

Kusano, Y.; Drews, J.; Leipold, F.; Fateev, A.; 
Bardenshtein, A.; Krebs, N. (2012): Influence of 
ultrasonic irradiation on ozone generation 
in a dielectric barrier discharge. Journal of 
Physics: Conference Series, 406(1), 012006.

Lencastre Fernandes, R.; Krühne, U.; Nopens, 
I.; Jensen, A.D.; Gernaey, K. (2012): Multi-scale 
modeling for prediction of distributed cel-
lular properties in response to substrate 
spatial gradients in a continuously run 
microreactor. Proceedings of the 11th In-
ternational Symposium on Process Systems 
Engineering. Elsevier Bv, 545-549, Computer 
Aided Chemical Engineering, 31.

Lutze, P.; Babi, D.K.; Woodley, J.; Gani, R. (2012): 
Phenomena-based process synthesis and 
design to achieve process intensification. 
Proceedings og the 11th International 
Symposium on Process Systems Engineer-
ing. Elsevier Bv, 1697-1701, Computer Aided 
Chemical Engineering, 31.

mattei, m.; Kontogeorgis, G.; Gani, R. (2012): 
A systematic methodology for design 
of emulsion based chemical products. 
Proceedings of the 11th International 
Symposium on Process Systems Engineer-
ing. Elsevier Bv, 220-224, Computer Aided 
Chemical Engineering, 31.

mauricio Iglesias, m.; Jørgensen, S.B.; Sin, G. 
(2012): A systematic methodology for 
controller tuning in wastewater treatment 
plants.  Advanced Control of Chemical 
Processes. vol. 8 International Federation of 
Automatic Control. 828-833, IFAC Proceedings 
volumes (IFAC-PapersOnline).

mitrofanov, I.; Sansonetti, S.; Abildskov, J.; Sin, 
G.; Gani, R. (2012): The solvent selection 
framework: Solvents for organic synthesis, 
separation processes and ionic-organic syn-
thesis. Proceedings of the 22nd European 
Symposium on Computer Aided Process 
Engineering. Elsevier Science, 762-766, Com-
puter Aided Chemical Engineering, 30.
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mollerup, A.H.; mauricio Iglesias, m.; Johansen, 
N.B.; Thornberg, D.; mikkelsen, P.S.; Sin, G. 
(2012): Model-based analysis of control 
performance in sewer systems.  Proceed-
ings of the 17th Nordic Process Control 
Workshop. DTU Informatics, 123-127.

mutlu, A.G.; vangsgaard, A.K.; Sin, G.; Smets, B.F.  
(2012): An operation protocol for facilitating 
start-up of single-stage autotrophic nitro-
gen removing reactors based on process 
stoichiometry. Proceedings of IWA World 
Water Congress & Exhibition. IWA-8145.

Piccolo, C.; Shaw, A.; Hodges, G.; Piccione, P.m.; 
O'Connell, J.P.; Gani, R. (2012): A framework 
for the design of reacting systems with 
phase transfer catalysis. Proceedings of the 
22nd European Symposium on Computer 
Aided Process Engineering. Elsevier Science, 
757-761, Computer Aided Chemical Engineer-
ing, 30.

Simasatikul, L.; Arpornwichanop, A.; Gani, R. 
(2012): Design methodology for bio-based 
processing: Biodiesel and fatty alcohol 
production. Proceedings of the 11th Inter-
national Symposium on Process Systems 
Engineering. Elsevier Bv, 855-859, Computer 
Aided Chemical Engineering, 31.

Singh, R.; Rozada-Sanches, R.; Dean, W.; 
Perkins, J.; muller, F.; Godfrey, A.; Gernaey, K.; 
Gani, R.; Woodley, J. (2012): A generic process 
template for continuous pharmaceutical 
production. Proceedings of the 11th Inter-
national Symposium on Process Systems 
Engineering. Elsevier Bv, 715-719, Computer 
Aided Chemical Engineering, 31.

Skov, A.L.; Bejenariu, A.G.; Bøgelund, J.; 
Benslimane, m.; Daugaard, A.E. (2012): Influ-
ence of micro- and nanofillers on electro-
mechanical performance of silicone EAPs. 
Proceedings of SPIE, the International Society 
for Optical Engineering, 8340, 83400m.

Skov, A.L. (2012): Large amplitude oscillatory 
measurements as mechanical characteriza-
tion methods for soft elastomers. Proceed-
ings of SPIE, the International Society for 
Optical Engineering, 8340, 83401C.

Tufvesson, P.; Krühne, U.; Gernaey, K.; Woodley, 
J. (2012): PSE opportunities in biocatalytic 
process design and development.  Proceed-
ings of the 11th International Symposium 
on Process Systems Engineering. Elsevier 
Bv, 875-879, Computer Aided Chemical Engi-
neering, 31.

valverde Perez, B.; mauricio Iglesias, m.; Sin, 
G. (2012): Modelling and control design for 
SHARON/Anammox reactor sequence. Pro-
ceedings of the 17th Nordic Process Control 
Workshop. DTU Informatics, 176-184.

vangsgaard, A.K.; mutlu, A.G.; Gernaey, K.; 
Smets, B.F.; Sin, G. (2012): Calibration and 
validation of a model describing complete 
autotrophic nitrogen removal in granular 
sludge. Proceedings of IWA Nutrient Removal 
and Recovery 2012: Trends in NRR,193-194.

vangsgaard, A.K.; mauricio Iglesias, m.; valverde 
Perez, B.; Gernaey, K.; Sin, G. (2012): pH varia-
tion and influence in a nitrogen converting 
biofilm. Proceedings of IWA Nutrient Removal 
and Recovery 2012: Trends in NRR, 15-16.

Yan, W.; michelsen, m.L.; Stenby, E.H. (2012): 
Calculation of minimum miscibility pressure 
using fast slimtube simulation. Proceedings 
of the SPE Symposium on Improved Oil Recov-
ery. Society of Petroleum Engineers, 386-401.

Yunus, N.A.; Gernaey, K.; Woodley, J.; Gani, R. 
(2012): An integrated methodology for de-
sign of tailor-made blended products. Pro-
ceedings of the 22nd European Symposium 
on Computer Aided Process Engineering. 
Elsevier Science, 752-756, Computer Aided 
Chemical Engineering, 30.

Yunus, N.A.; Gernaey, K.; Woodley, J.; Gani, R. 
(2012): Computer-aided approach for design 
of tailor-made blended products. Advances 
in Gas Processing, 3, 303-310.

Zahid, A.; Shapiro, A.; Skauge, A. (2012): 
Experimental studies of low salinity water 
flooding in carbonate reservoirs: A new 
promising approach. Proceedings of the 
SPE EOR Conference at Oil and Gas West 
Asia 2012. Society of Petroleum Engineers, 
835-848.

Zhou, G.; Jørgensen, J.B.; Duwig, C.; Huusom, J.K. 
(2012): State estimation in the automotive 
SCR DeNOx process. Proceedings of 8th IFAC 
Symposium on Advanced Control of Chemical 
Processes. 501-506.

Monographs

Jørgensen, John Bagterp; Huusom, Jakob 
Kjøbsted; Sin, Gürkan (2012): Proceedings of 
the 17th Nordic Process Control Workshop. 
Kongens Lyngby: Technical University of 

Denmark.

Contributions to books

Economou, I.G.; Pistikopoulos, E.N.; Liu, J.-P.; 
Kawajiri, Y.; Gernaey, K.; Woodley, J.; Jiménez-
González, C.; Banares-Alcántara, R. Process 
Systems Engineering, 9. Domain Engineer-
ing. Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial 
Chemistry. Wiley-vCH.

Flores-Alsina, X.; Guerrero, J.; vangsgaard, A.K.; 
Guisasola, A.; Baeza, J.; Jeppsson, U.; Smets, B.F.; 
Sin, G.; Gernaey, K. Recent trends in modelling 
and simulation of nutrient removal systems. 
Proceedings of IWA Nutrient Removal and 
Recovery 2012: Trends in NRR, 29-32.
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Gani, R.; Gernaey, K.; Sin, G. Process Systems 
Engineering, 1. Introduction. Ullmann's Ency-
clopedia of Industrial Chemistry. Wiley-vCH.

Gani, R.; Cameron, I.; Lucia, A.; Sin, G.; Georgiadis, 
m. Process Systems Engineering, 2. Model-
ing and Simulation. Ullmann's Encyclopedia of 
Industrial Chemistry. Wiley-vCH.

Gernaey, K.; Glassey, J.; Skogestad, S.; Krämer, 
S.; Weiss, A.; Engell, S.; Pistikopoulos, E.N.; 
Cameron, D.B. Process Systems Engineering, 
5. Process Dynamics, Control, Monitoring, 
and Identification. Ullmann's Encyclopedia of 
Industrial Chemistry. Wiley-vCH.

Plackett, D.; Siró, I. Nanocomposites for food 
and beverage packaging. Emerging Food 
Packaging Technologies : Principles and prac-
tice. ed. K.L. Yam; D.S. Lee. Woodhead Publish-
ing Ltd., Woodhead Publishing Series in Food 
Science, Technology and Nutrition; No. 230.

Rebmann, C.; Kolle, O; Heinesch, B; Queck, R.; 
Ibrom, A.; Aubinet, m. Data Acquisition and 
Flux Calculations. Eddy Covariance: A Practi-
cal Guide to measurement and Data Analysis. 
ed. marc Aubinet; Timo vesala; Dario Papale. 
Springer.

Richardson, A.D.; Aubinet, m.; Barr, A.G.; Hol-
linger, D.Y.; Ibrom, A.; Lasslop, G.; Reichstein, m. 
Uncertainty Quantification. Eddy Covariance. 
A Practical Guide to measurement and Data 
Analysis. ed. marc Aubinet; Timo vesala; Dario 
Papale. Springer.

Sin, G.; Ghosh, K.; Natarajan, S.; Srinivasan, R.; 
Adhitya, A.; Papadokonstantakis, S.; Hunger-
bühler, K.; Angelo, P. Process Systems Engi-
neering, 7. Abnormal Events Management 
and Process Safety. Ullmann's Encyclopedia 
of Industrial Chemistry. Wiley-vCH.

PhD Theses

Abang Zaidel, Dayang Norulfairuz (2012): 
Enzyme catalyzed oxidative cross-linking 
of feruloylated pectic polysaccharides from 
sugar beet: Kinetics and rheology

Abdul Samad, Noor Asma Fazli Bin (2012): 
Control of process operations and monitor-
ing of product qualities through generic 
model-based framework in crystallization 
processes

Albæk, mads Orla (2012): Evaluation of the 
efficiency of alternative enzyme production 
technologies

Ale, marcel Tutor (2012): Fucose-containing 
sulfated polysaccharides from brown sea-
weed: Extraction technology and bioactiv-
ity assessment

Andrade Santacoloma, Paloma de Gracia 
(2012): Multi-enzyme process modeling

Cervera Padrell, Albert Emili (2012): Moving 
from batch towards continuous organic-
chemical pharmaceutical production

Fu, Wenjing (2012): Process design and 
evaluation for chemicals based on renew-
able resources

Hansen, Rasmus (2012): Theoretical and 
experimental analysis of adsorption in 
surface-based biosensors

Heitzig, martina (2012): Computer-aided 
modeling for efficient and innovative 
product-process engineering

Høj, martin (2012): Nanoparticle synthesis 
using flame spray pyrolysis for catalysis

Ibrahim, Norazana (2012): Bio-oil from flash 
pyrolysis of agricultural residues

Lerche, Benedicte mai (2012: CO2 capture 
from flue gas using amino acid salt solu-
tions

Li, Li (2012): Nanoporous polymers for mem-
brane applications

Lutze, Philip (2012): An innovative synthesis 
methodology for process intensification

madsen, Karin (2012): Mercury oxidation over 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) catalysts

mogensen, David (2012): Methane steam 
reforming kinetics over Ni-ySZ anodemate-
rials for Solid Oxide FuelCells

musko, Nikolai (2012): Heterogeneously 
catalysed chemical reactions in carbon 
dioxide medium

Nesterova, Tatyana (2012): Self-Healing 
anticorrosive coatings

Nielsen, Anders Rooma (2012): Combustion 
of large solid fuels in cement rotary kilns

Nørskov, Linda (2012): Combustion of solid 
alternative fuels in cement kiln burners

Sagar, Kaushal Shashikant (2012): Polymer 
design and processing for liquid-core 
waveguides

Sandersen, Sara Bülow (2012): Enhanced oil 
recovery with surfactant flooding

Sárossy, Zsuzsa (2012): Production and 
utilization of hemicelluloses from renew-
able resources for sustainable advanced 
products

Shafique Bashir, muhammad (2012): Char-
acterization and quantification of deposit 
build-up and removal in straw suspension-
fired boilers
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Stelte, Wolfgang (2012): Fuel pellets from 
biomass. Processing, bonding, raw materials

Telschow, Samira (2012): Clinker burning 
kinetics and mechanism

Xu, Yuan (2012): Process technology for im-
mobilized lipasecatalyzed reactions

Yuan, Hao (2012): Particles in pores. Sto-
chastic modeling of polydisperse transport

Zahid, Adeel (2012): Smart waterflooding in 
carbonate reservoirs

Contribution indicated as popular
(not complete)

Albæk, m.O.; Gernaey, K.; Hansen, m.S.; Stocks, 
S.m. (2012): Modelbaseret valg og optimer-
ing af industrielle bioreaktorer. Dansk Kemi, 
93(11), 22-24.

Bahrt, F.; Daugaard, A.E.; Hvilsted, S.; Skov, A.L. 
(2012): Udvikling af materialer til kunstige 
muskler. Dansk Kemi, 93(9), 48-51.

Hauggaard-Nielsen, H.; Østergård, H. (2012): 
Bioenergi kan støtte bæredygtig land-
brugsproduktion. Robust og bæredygtig 
bioenergi: Biomasse i fremtidens danske 
energisystem. BioPress, 18-19.

Hvilsted, S. (2012): "Click" i polymerer 1. 
Dansk Kemi, 93(9), 44-46.

Hvilsted, S. (2012): "Click" i polymerer 2. 
Dansk Kemi, 93(10), 25-29.

Kiil, S. (2012): Lys, ilt og vands nedbrydning 
af maling. Dansk Kemi, 93(1/2), 25-29.

Pedersen, m.J.; Lønberg Holm, T.; Pram Nielsen, 
J.; Skovby, T.; mealy, m.J.; Dam-Johansen, K.; Kiil, 
S. (2012): Fuldskala kontinuert farmaceu-
tisk produktion i minireaktorer. Dansk Kemi, 
93(6/7), 8-10.

vangsgaard, A.K.; Gernaey, K.; Sin, G.; mutlu, 
A.G.; Smets, B.F. (2012): Energibesparende 
biologisk proces til kvælstoffjernelse i 
spildevand. Dansk Kemi, 93(10), 16-18.

Zeuner, B.; Riisager, A.; meyer, A.S. (2012): 
Enzymkatalyseret syntese i ioniske væsker. 
Dansk Kemi, 93(3), 20-23.

Scientific Reports (not complete)

Badiei, S.; Bohman, K.; Clausen, S.; Larsen, H.E.; 
Leffler, T. (2012): IR sensor för övervakning 
av brännarflamma i biobränsle eldade 
kraftverk. Stockholm : värmeforsk Service AB, 
2012. P08-801.

Brix, J.; Toftegaard, m.B.; Clausen, S.; Jensen, A.D. 
Advanced Diagnostics in Oxy-Fuel Combus-
tion Processes. DTU Chemical Engineering, 
2012.

Clausen, S.; Fateev, A.; Nielsen, K.L.; Evseev, 
v. (2012): Fast optical measurements 
and imaging of flow mixing : Fast optical 
measurements and imaging of temperature 
in combined fossil fuel and biomass/waste 
systems. DTU Chemical Engineering, 2012.

Gani, R.; Woodley, J. (2012): CAPEC-PROCESS 
Research Report 2012. DTU Chemical Engi-
neering, 2012. PEC12-25.
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SPRINg SEMESTER

28012  Chemical and Biochemical Process Engineering (28) (B)

28016  mathematical models for chemical and biochemical systems (20) (B)

28017  Chemical and Biochemical Process Engineering (18) (B)

28020  Introduction to Chemical and Biochemical Engineering (62)

28022  Unit Operations of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology (23) (B)

28121  Chemical Unit Operations Laboratory (16)

28122  Chemical Unit Operations Laboratory – Summer University for Europeen (3)

28157  Process Design (22) (B)

28160  mathematical models for chemical systems (34)

28212  Polymer Chemistry (20)

28214  Polymer Synthesis and Characterization (6)

28221  Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics (20)

28231  Laboratory in Chemical and Biochemical Engineering (24)

28322  Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics (16) (B)

28342  Chemical Reaction Engineering (29) (B)

28345  Chemical Reaction Engineering (23)

28350  Process Design: Principles and methods (44)

28352  Chemical Process Control (29) (B)

28415  Oil and Gas Production (36)

28423  Phase Equilibria for Separation Processes (19)

28434  membrane Technology (36)

28443  Industrial Reaction Engineering (31)

28451  Optimizing Plantwide Control (13)

28850 Quality by Design (QbD): Integration of product and process development (24) 

28852  Risk Assessment in Chemical Industry (29)

28855  Good manufactoring Practice (55)

28864  Introduction to matlab Programming (26)

28885  Technology and Economy of Oil and Gas Production (26) (B)

Courses given in cooperation with other departments:

26316  Analysis and Chromatography (43)

27944  Biotechnology and process design (29) (B)

31525  Physiological transport phenomena (12)

41683  materials Science (30) (B)

MASTER’S AND BACHELOR COURSES

The department participates in a 3½ year education for the Bachelor of Engineering, a 3 year education for Bachelor of Science and a 
2 year education for the master of Engineering. Below, course numbers and names are shown for 2012, with the number of students 
attending shown in brackets. Courses for Bachelor of Engineering are marked with (B). The other courses are master courses or common 
courses.

EDUCATION
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FALL SEMESTER

28001  Introduction to Chemistry and Chemical Engineering (63)  

28012  Chemical and Biochemical Process Engineering (42) (B)

28016  mathematical models for chemical and biochemical systems (26) (B)

28022  Unit Operations of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology (37) (B)

28121  Chemical Unit Operations Laboratory (20)

28140  Introduction to Chemical Reaction Engineering (33)

28150  Introduction to Process Control (35)

28156  Process and product design (27) (B)

28213  Polymer Technology (33)

28233  Recovery and Purification of Biological Products (40)

28242  Chemical Kinetics and Catalysis (49)

28244  Combustion and High Temperature Process (75)  

28246  Applied Enzyme Technology and Kinetics (35)

28247  Advanced Enzyme Technology (12)

28310  Chemical and Biochemical Product Design (35)

28315  Colloid and Surface Chemistry (40)

28316  Laboratory Course in Colloid and Surface Chemistry (11)

28322  Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics (24) (B)

28342  Chemical Reaction Engineering (28) (B)

28352  Chemical Process Control (22) (B)

28361  Chemical Engineering model Analysis (24)

28420  Separation Processes (33)

28515  Enhanced Oil Recovery (19)

28530  Transport Processes (33)

28811  Polymers in Processes and Products (9)

28845  Chemical Reaction Engineering Laboratory  (20)

28864  Introduction to matlab Programming (34)

EDUCATION CONTINUED

MASTER’S AND BACHELOR COURSES

Courses given in cooperation with other departments:

10336  Fundamentals Problems in Fluid Dynamics (11)

26010  Introductory Project in Chemistry (41)

27004  Health, Diseases and Technology (56)

27944  Biotechnology and process design (22) (B)

41657  materials Science for Chemists (44)

41683  materials Science (23) (B)
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Akbas, Erkan and Suzan Sager 
Hassouneh
microstructuring of Elastomer Films

Andersen, Christian Kjeldgaard
Characterization of SOEC for Production 
of CO, H2 and Syngas

Ballesteros Fernandez, Elena
Separation of azeotropic mixtures

Bartholdy, Sofie Holme
modeling of adsorption on molecular 
sieves and silica gel using the Ideal, Real 
Absorbed Solution and Langmuir theories

Bisgaard, Thomas
Dynamic effects of diabatisation in 
distillation columns

Bjørner, Martin gamel
modeling of adsorption on molecular 
sieves and silica gel using the Potential 
Adsorption Theory

Buckland, Peter William
Evaluation and Application of Factorial 
Design in the Development of a Produc-
tion Process for a Pharmaceutical Product

Christensen, Kim Müller
Sulphur emissions from Cement Produc-
tion

Dode, Sharad Suryakant
Process Analytical Technology (PAT): 
Implementing and Testing Sensor models 
for Realistics Simulation of Control 
Strategi

MASTER OF SCIENCE DEgREES

59 students finished their research projects for the mSc degree. The project titles and names of the students are listed below:

Dudus, Senol
Release of Inorganic matter during 
Biodust Combustion

Duranni, Adam
Towards an integrated microfactory: 
Rapid prototyping for an experimental 
investigation of a miniaturized reactor for 
biocatalysis

Eisenhardt, Kristian Hedberg
Amino acid salt solutions for CO2 capture

Engelbrechtsen, Mette
Evaluation of Bio-derived catalysts for 
pretreatment of lignocellulosic biomass

Eriksen, Daniel Kunisch
Towards the development of a polar CPA 
equation of state

Eriksen, Winnie Laurentzius
Synthesis and characterisation of CuNi 
based catalysts for methanol synthesis

graversen, Mia Boesgaard
Segregation of particulate solids

Halaburt, Birgitte Louise
Homogeneous oxidation of CS2, H2S and 
H2S/CS2 mixtures

Hallas-Møller, Magnus
Enzymatic modification of bran: Kinetics 
and mechanisms

Hansen, Bjørn Bredgaard
Release for inorganic elements in bio-
dust combustion

Hansraj, Sterlin
Catalytic deoxygenation of biooil

Hauksdottir, Katrin
Rheological characterization of Hyaluro-
nic and solutions

Heintz, Søren
Cake Compaction and Drying Studies for 
Optimization of Decanter Centrifuges 
Used for Enzyme Recovery

Hendriksen, Simon Bach
mixing of particulate solids

Hugelier, Siewert
mass transfer in stirred microbioreactors

Ibrahim, Hulouvan Kamal
Solid-liquid separation processes in the 
pharmaceutical industry

Jensen, Johan Bruun
Enzymatic Hydrolysis of Cellulose in Bio-
mass: Reaction Kinetics for High Extents 
of Conversion

Jensen, Paw
Combustion and modelling of alternative 
fuels

Jespersen, Jacob Boll
Sulfate additives for KCl control in bio-
mass combustion

Jiang, yu
Epoxy-based Anticorrosive Coatings for 
High Temperature Conditions
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MASTER OF SCIENCE DEgREES CONTINUED

EDUCATION CONTINUED

Kadhim, Adam Samir
Optimization of industrial crystallization 
process

Kart, Turgay
Optimization of Industrial Crystallization 
Process

Krüger, Thomas Christian
modeling the conductivity of salt solu-
tions

Lopez garcia, Javier
Chemometric Determination of Enzyme 
Kinetics

Lopez Torres, Santiago
Characterization of Beta-galactanase

Lykkestrup, Merete
Optimizing the pectin extraction

Madsen, Kasper Rich
Enzymatic modification of Bran: mecha-
nism and Functional Effects

Mestres Rosás, Arnau
Characterisation and Parametric Study of 
the Flow Properties of Cohesive Powders 
at Temperatures up to 850oC

Meyland, Lene Have
Process modelling and design for enzy-
matic biodiesel production using lipases

Munk, Line
Effects of Oxidative Enzymes on Inso-
luble Cereal Substrates

Münther, Anette Ulla
Optimization of Cement Clinker Burning

Møller, Michala Karlsen
Economic feasibility study of biorefineries

Nielsen, Jacob Clement
Production of synthesis gas by electroly-
sis of carbon dioxide and water

Nielsen, Jan Erik
Diabatic Distillation

Nordby, Mads Willemoes
Interactions between CO2 and SO2 
capture in carbonate looping applied to 
cement industry

Nordvang, Rune Thorbjørn
Cloning of Genes in Starter Cultures

Pedersen, Anders Kristian
Enzymatic pre-treatment of low-grade 
feedstock oil for biodiesel production

Pennati, Alessandra
Synthesis of Water Networks

Petersen, Thomas
Freeze drying: Computational Fluid Dyna-
mics and experiments

Poehler, Annalicia Camilla
Continuous crystallization in the pharma-
ceutical industry

Seerup, Rasmus
Towards an Integrated microfactory: 
Detailed Investigation of material Charac-
teristics in a mircrofluidic System

Sengeløv, Louise With
HCl emissions from modern cement 
production processes equipped with a 
by-pass

Svanholm, Frederik Dalgaard
Cross-Linking Chemistry Kinetics for 
Production of Immobilized Enzymes

Swiniarska, Malgorzata Maria
New Hydrolases from Filamentous Fungi

Sønderby, Tim Lyng
Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling 
of an 80 L bioreactor

Therkelsen, Niels Peter Vegger
methods to determine the efficiency of 
nozzles for cleaning process equipment

Thorsen, Kristian
Biological Activities of Prebiotic Oligosac-
charides

Valverede Perez, Borja
Advanced process control for innovative 
nitrogen removing processes

Zhou, guofeng
model Based Control and monitoring of 
the SCR Process for Diesel Engines
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BACHELOR OF ENgINEERINg DEgREES

21 students finished their research program for the BEng degree. The project titles and names of the students are listed below:

Andersen, Hans Erik Samuel and Kri-
stian Karlsen
Synthesis of methane from carbon dio-
xide and hydrogen

Berner, Micha
Optimization of silicone coatings for 
biofouling control

Falkesgaard, Mette Hvas and Majken 
Jessen
Emissions from Wood Stoves with auto-
matic control systems

Filimon, Vasile Jensenius
measurement of Oil-water Contact Ang-
les on mineral Surfaces

Flensborg, Julie Pauline
Release of K, S, and Cl during Pyrolysis of 
Biomass

grave, Rikke Mia
Synthesis and Characterization of Hydro-
philic Polyurethane Foam using Isocyana-
te-terminated Pre-polymers

Hejselbæk, Jesper Kailow
FT-NIR calibration and in-line implemen-
tation for quantification of wort constitu-
ents in large scale brewing

Ishøy, Jonas
modelling of sulphuric acid catalysts 
under transient conditions

Jensen, Morten Walk
Homogeneity and vitality investigation of 
yeast mixing

Jensen, Susanne Helene
Anisotropic polymer films

Jørgensen, Rasmus Dan
Evaluation of Novel Reactor Technology 
for Enzymatic Biodiesel Production

Larsen, Jacob Seneca
Oxidation of Elementary mercury by 
Bromine over SCR Catalysts

Mahmood, Zulqurnain
Selfhealing Anticorrosive Coatings

Nielsen, Henrik Lund
Design, simulation, and energy optimisa-
tion of CO2 reduction process using amino 
acid salt solutions

Prior, Rasmus Andreas and Tobias 
Vilby
validation of 2 mL microbioreactors and 
Near-infrared Spectroscopy monitoring

Storgaard, Thomas Busch
Anticorrosive coatings and underfilm 
corrosion

Sørensen, Helena
FT-NIR and FT-IR calibration and in-line 
implementation for quantification of wort 
constituents in laboratory and pilot scale 
brewing

Wiebe, Maria Meldgaard
Packaging material Film with Perforations: 
Feasibility Study of Temperature-control-
led Oxygen Permeation in Plastic Pack
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ADvISORY BOARD

LARS BANg

SENIOR vICE PRESIDENT, SUPPLY OPERATIONS & ENGINEERING  ·  H. LUNDBECK A/S

Scientific research at university level is a prerequisite for the development of Lund-

beck’s chemical activities in Denmark. We have had a beneficial cooperation with 

DTU Chemical Engineering for several years, collaborating on PhD projects and 

recruiting several of its candidates. Furthermore, it has been a great advantage to 

be able to draw on the knowledge of DTU Chemical Engineering’s scientific staff as 

advisors/consultants.

KIM PANDRUP CHRISTENSEN

EXECUTIvE vICE PRESIDENT  ·  ANDRITZ FEED & BIOFUEL A/S

The close cooperation with DTU Chemical Engineering has ensured significant

results within the biofuel technology which will benefit a lot of industries. Long-

term focus on development and innovation is necessary to meet the ever changing

opportunities, rules, legislation and profitability demands that all industries are 

faced with. DTU Chemical Engineering ensures a high level of education, motivated 

candidates and industrial cooperation in important research projects that will lead 

to technologies of the future.”

STAFF & COMMITTEES 
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BJERNE CLAUSEN

PRESIDENT AND CEO  ·  HALDOR TOPSØE A/S

Working closely with the best research groups within the fields of our core compe-

tences is of major importance to Haldor Topsoe A/S. Our cooperation with DTU 

Chemical Engineering enables us to resolve research challenges beyond our compe-

tences and resources and is an important source of inspiration and knowledge for 

employees at Haldor Topsoe, benefiting their own and the company’s development.

PEDER HOLK NIELSEN

EXECUTIvE vICE PRESIDENT  ·  ENZYmE BUSINESS  ·  NOvOZYmES A/S 

At Novozymes we see innovation-driven partnerships as a key element in delivering 

tomorrow’s solutions. At university level we have had an exemplary cooperation 

with DTU Chemical Engineering for many years. This cooperation supports and 

complements our efforts in developing and testing new technologies, attracting new 

valuable employees and driving the world towards sustainability. DTU Chemical 

Engineering fully answers these demands.

STAFF & COMMITTEES 
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STUDENT COmmITTEE

KTStudents is the student organiza-

tion at DTU Chemical Engineering. 

KTStudents seek to provide engineering 

and non-engineering related activities 

for students that are part of or affiliated 

with the department. These activities 

span over a wide range and include:

 1.   Company and Technical Presenta-

tions – companies are invited to present 

an overview of their work and a tech-

nical lecture so the attending students 

have an idea of the type of R&D or 

engineering tasks faced at the company

 2.   Company Trips – company 

sites are visited by the students. These 

events are normally fully funded by the 

companies themselves and the compa-

nies typically have production or pilot 

facilities which give students an image 

of the real world

 3.   Social Events – The goal of these 

are to give students the opportunity 

to socialize and net-work with other 

students whom they would otherwise 

be unable to meet during the hectic 

semester

 4.   Research Opportunities – This has 

been held by KTStudents for the past 

two years. The 7 research centers at the 

department present research opportu-

nities at their centers ranging from BSc 

over MSc to PhD projects

 5.   Roundtable discussions – This has 

been held jointly with the department 

the last two semesters. When a leading 

researcher visits the department, the 

students have an exclusive opportunity 

to meet the researcher and discuss a 

wide range of topics

In November 2010, KTStudents became 

the 1st student chapter in Europe to 

house an American Institute of Chemi-

cal Engineers (AIChE) Student Chapter. 

The AIChE is the largest society for 

chemical engineers, offering technical 

information and networking for study-

ing and practicing chemical engineers.

KTStudents continues to expand with 

an ambitious plan in 2013 to hold our 

first annual one-day student conference 

where students from the BSc and MSc 

levels will have the opportunity to pre-

sent their research and projects at oral 

and poster sessions.

Asbjørn Toftgaard Pedersen, President, 

KTStudents
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NAME      PROFESSION    E-MAIL

STAFF

Alberto Quaglia
Aleksandar mitic
Alexander Fateev
Alexander Shapiro
Alsu Khusainova
Amalia Yunita Halim
Anders Bøving Brandt
Anders Christian Juul
Anders Egede Daugaard
Anders Nørregaard
Anders Thygesen
Anders Tiedje
Andreas Fernqvist
Andreas Franz H. Ibrom
Andreas Kamp
Andrijana Bolic
Anis Arnous
Anja Christina Nielsen
Anja Lagoni
Anker Jensen
Ann marie Andersson
Anna Katarzyna Sitarz
Anna Katrine vangsgaard
Ann-Christina Sparre Petersen
Anne Helene Juul
Anne Juul Damø
Anne L. Biede
Anne Ladegaard Skov
Anne merete Boye meyer
Anne Olsen
Anne veller Friis Nielsen
Anne-Katrine Landbo
Annette Corell
Annette Eva Jensen
Artem Alexeev
Asger Lindholdt
Baoguang ma
Benjamin Petersen
Bjørn maribo-mogensen
Brian Brun Hansen
Brian Kjærgaard Olsen
Camilla Favrholdt
Carsten Jers
Caspar Ask Christiansen
Cathrine Heinz Ingvordsen
Christian Bekker Poulsen
Christian Nyffenegger
Christian Ove Carlsson

aq@kt.dtu.dk
asmi@kt.dtu.dk
alfa@kt.dtu.dk
ash@kt.dtu.dk
sukh@kt.dtu.dk
amah@kt.dtu.dk
abbr@kt.dtu.dk
acjul@kt.dtu.dk
adt@kt.dtu.dk
ano@kt.dtu.dk
athy@kt.dtu.dk
ant@kt.dtu.dk
afer@kt.dtu.dk
anib@kt.dtu.dk
ankam@kt.dtu.dk
anb@kt.dtu.dk
aar@kt.dtu.dk
anja@kt.dtu.dk
ajal@kt.dtu.dk
aj@kt.dtu.dk
ama@kt.dtu.dk
aks@kt.dtu.dk
akv@kt.dtu.dk
asp@kt.dtu.dk
ahj@kt.dtu.dk
ajp@kt.dtu.dk
alb@kt.dtu.dk
al@kt.dtu.dk
am@kt.dtu.dk
aols@kt.dtu.dk
avfn@kt.dtu.dk 
kal@kt.dtu.dk
acor@kt.dtu.dk
aeje@kt.dtu.dk
arta@kt.dtu.dk
asli@kt.dtu.dk
baom@kt.dtu.dk
berp@kt.dtu.dk
bmm@kt.dtu.dk
bbh@kt.dtu.dk
bria@kt.dtu.dk
cfav@kt.dtu.dk
cj@kt.dtu.dk
caas@kt.dtu.dk
cahi@kt.dtu.dk
cpou@kt.dtu.dk
chny@kt.dtu.dk 
cc@kt.dtu.dk

PhD Student
PhD Student
Senior Researcher
Associate Professor
PhD Student
PhD Student
Senior Researcher
IT Assistant
Associate Professor
IT Assistant
Postdoc
Laboratory Technician
Technician
Senior Researcher
PhD Student
PhD Student
Postdoc
Laboratory Assistant
Laboratory Trainee
Professor
Laboratory Technician
PhD Student
PhD Student
Assistant
Secretary
Senior Researcher
Secretary
Associate Professor
Professor
Laboratory Technician
PhD Student
Project manager
Assistant
Laboratory Technician
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Technician
PhD Student
Senior Researcher
PhD Student
PhD Student
Postdoc
Postdoc
PhD Student
Web Assistant
PhD Student
IT Coordinator
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STAFF CONTINUED

NAME      PROFESSION    E-MAIL

Christine malmos
Claes Gjermansen
Claus Baggesen
Claus Beier
Claus michael Flintrup
Claus maarup Rasmussen
Danni Jean Axelsen
Dayanand Kalyani
Deenesh Kavi Babi
Dirk manns
Dominik Bjørn Rasmussen
Dorette Sophie müller-Stöver
Dorte møller Larsen
Duc Thuong vu
Eike marie Thaysen
Eirini Karakatsani
Emine Coskun
Erik vang Olsen
Esben Bruun
Eva mikkelsen
Finn Eliasen
Flemming Jappe Frandsen
Freddy Christensen
Frederikke Bahrt
Georgios m. Kontogeorgis
Gitte Friis
Gitte Nielsen
Gunnar Eigil Jonsson
Guofeng Zhou
Gürkan Sin
Hamid Hashemi
Hande Bozkurt
Hanne Frank Wojtaszewski
Hanne mikkelsen
Hanne Østergård
Hao Wu
Hao Yuan
Helge Egsgaard
Helge Grosch
Helle Christine Ravn
Helle Raun
Hemalata Ramesh
Henriette Sandberg Christensen
Henrik Hauggaard-Nielsen
Henrik Lassen
Hiep Nguyen
Iben Elisabeth Wilkenskjeld
Igor mitrofanov

mmos@kt.dtu.dk
clgj@kt.dtu.dk
cbag@kt.dtu.dk
clbe@kt.dtu.dk
cf@kt.dtu.dk
cma@kt.dtu.dk
daax@kt.dtu.dk 
dayl@kt.dtu.dk 
dkbab@kt.dtu.dk
dima@kt.dtu.dk
dbjra@kt.dtu.dk
dsst@kt.dtu.dk
dml@kt.dtu.dk
duc@kt.dtu.dk
emth@kt.dtu.dk
eirka@kt.dtu.dk
emyu@kt.dtu.dk
evo@kt.dtu.dk
esbr@kt.dtu.dk
eva@kt.dtu.dk
fiel@kt.dtu.dk
ff@kt.dtu.dk
fch@kt.dtu.dk
frbah@kt.dtu.dk
gk@kt.dtu.dk
gfri@kt.dtu.dk
gnie@kt.dtu.dk
gj@kt.dtu.dk
guzho@kt.dtu.dk
gsi@kt.dtu.dk
hah@kt.dtu.dk
hboz@kt.dtu.dk
hawo@kt.dtu.dk
hami@kt.dtu.dk
haqs@kt.dtu.dk
haw@kt.dtu.dk
hy@kt.dtu.dk
heeg@kt.dtu.dk
hgch@kt.dtu.dk
hcrv@kt.dtu.dk
her@kt.dtu.dk
hemra@kt.dtu.dk
hsac@kt.dtu.dk
hnie@kt.dtu.dk
hlas@kt.dtu.dk
hing@kt.dtu.dk 
ibwi@kt.dtu.dk 
igm@kt.dtu.dk

PhD Student
Senior Researcher
PhD Student
Head of Programme
Assistant
PhD Student
Trainee
Postdoc
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Postdoc
PhD Student
Engineer
PhD Student
Postdoc
Laboratory Technician
Administrative Coordinator
Postdoc
Secretary
Technician
Senior Researcher
Assistant Engineer
PhD Student
Professor
Laboratory Technician
Secretary
Associate Professor
PhD Student
Associate Professor
PhD Student
PhD Student
Laboratory Technician
Secretary
Research Specialist
Postdoc
PhD Student
Senior Researcher
PhD Student
PhD Student
Administrative Coordinator
PhD Student
Project manager
Senior Researcher
IT Consultant
PhD Student
Research Assistant
PhD Student
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NAME      PROFESSION    E-MAIL

Igor Nesterov
Inés Isabel C. Silva
Inés Pereira Rosinha
Ingelis Larsen
Ioannis Tsivintzelis
Ioannis Xiarchos
Irakli Javakhishvili
Ivan Horst Pedersen
Iver Jakobsen
Jakob Kjøbsted Huusom
Jakob munkholt Christensen
Jason Price
Jens Abildskov
Jens Henry Poulsen
Jesper Ahrenfeldt
Jesper Holck
Jian Wu
Jianquan Lou
Joachim Bachmann Nielsen
Joachim Nickelsen
Joakim myung Johansen
Joana Augusto de Ramos
Johannes Linde
John Woodley
Jon Guzman
Joszef Gaspar
Joussef Hussein Chaaban
Jytte Boll Illerup
Jørn D mikkelsen
Kaj Thomsen
Karin Petersen
Karsten Hartvig Clement
Karsten Hjorth Reichstein
Karsten Lindorff Nielsen
Kasper Kallestrup
Katja Jankova Atanasova
Kaustav Goswami
Ke Zhao
Kim Chi Szabo
Kim Dam-Johansen
Kim Pilegård
Klaus Kirstein Thomsen
Klaus Steenberg Larsen
Klaus Svend Holm Breddam
Kresimir Janes
Kresten meisler
Krishna Hara Chakravarty
Krist victor Berhard Gernaey

nest@kt.dtu.dk
ins@kt.dtu.dk
inros@kt.dtu.dk 
inla@kt.dtu.dk
it@kt.dtu.dk
ioaxi@kt.dtu.dk
irj@kt.dtu.dk
ip@kt.dtu.dk
ivja@kt.dtu.dk
jkh@kt.dtu.dk
jamu@kt.dtu.dk
japr@kt.dtu.dk
ja@kt.dtu.dk
jhp@kt.dtu.dk
ja@kt.dtu.dk
jeh@kt.dtu.dk
jiwu@kt.dtu.dk
jlou@kt.dtu.dk
jobni@kt.dtu.dk 
jocn@kt.dtu.dk
jjoha@kt.dtu.dk
jlr@kt.dtu.dk
ohli@kt.dtu.dk
jw@kt.dtu.dk
jotg@kt.dtu.dk 
joca@kt.dtu.dk 
joc@kt.dtu.dk
jbi@kt.dtu.dk
jdm@kt.dtu.dk
kth@kt.dtu.dk
kp@kt.dtu.dk
khc@kt.dtu.dk
kahr@kt.dtu.dk
klin@kt.dtu.dk
kbka@kt.dtu.dk
kaj@kt.dtu.dk
kago@kt.dtu.dk
kezh@kt.dtu.dk
kcs@kt.dtu.dk
kdj@kt.dtu.dk
kipi@kt.dtu.dk
kkt@kt.dtu.dk
klas@kt.dtu.dk
klbr@kt.dtu.dk
kreja@kt.dtu.dk
kretm@kt.dtu.dk
krch@kt.dtu.dk 
kvg@kt.dtu.dk

Postdoc
PhD Student
PhD Student
Laboratory Technician
Senior Researcher
Postdoc
Postdoc
Head of Workshop
Research Specialist
Associate Professor
Postdoc
PhD Student
Associate Professor
Assistant Engineer
Senior Researcher
Postdoc
Postdoc
Postdoc
PhD Student
Research Engineer
PhD Student
PhD Student
IT Assistant
Professor
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Senior Advisor
Professor
Associate Professor
Laboratory manager
Professor
Deputy Director
Research Technician
PhD Student
Senior Researcher
PhD Student
Postdoc
Laboratory Technician
Professor, Head of Department
Professor
Assistant
Researcher
Chief Consultant
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Associate Professor
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STAFF CONTINUED

NAME      PROFESSION    E-MAIL

Kristian Estrup
Kristian Jessen
Kristian Petersen Nørgaard
Kristian Rost Albert
Kristine Stove Boesgaard
Larissa Peixoto Cunico
Lars Georg Kiørboe
Lars Siewers møller
Lars Stougaard Bach
Laura Johanna P. Snip
Lei Shang
Lidia González Búrdalo
Lilian Beenfeldt Holgersen
Line munk
Lis Brandt
Lisbeth Degn
Liyun Yu
mads møller Nielsen
mads ville markussen
malgorzata Dominiak
malwina michalak
manuel Pinelo-Jimènez
marcel Ale
maria Del mar mut
maria Gundersen
maria Puig Arnavat
marie Andersson
marina Y. Fedorova
martin Gamel Bjørner
martin Høj
mateusz Lezyk
mette Flodgaard
mette Grønlund
mette Larsen
mette Sustmann Carter
michael Frost
michael Krogsgaard Nielsen
michael Lindaa
michael Locht michelsen
michele mattei
miguel mauricio-Iglesias
mogens Kirkegaard
morten Jensen
morten Jensen Forslund
muhammad Waseem Arshad
Nagu Daraboina
Naweed Al-Haque
Nicolas Javier Alvarez

kres@kt.dtu.dk
krjes@kt.dtu.dk
kpno@kt.dtu.dk
kria@kt.dtu.dk
kboe@kt.dtu.dk
lacu@kt.dtu.dk
lgk@kt.dtu.dk
lsm@kt.dtu.dk
lasba@kt.dtu.dk
lasn@kt.dtu.dk
lesh@kt.dtu.dk
ligo@kt.dtu.dk
lbh@kt.dtu.dk
lmun@kt.dtu.dk
lian@kt.dtu.dk
ld@kt.dtu.dk
lyyu@kt.dtu.dk
mon@kt.dtu.dk
mvil@kt.dtu.dk
mdo@kt.dtu.dk
mmi@kt.dtu.dk
mp@kt.dtu.dk
mta@kt.dtu.dk
mdmc@kt.dtu.dk
mgun@kt.dtu.dk
mpar@kt.dtu.dk
mande@kt.dtu.dk
mfad@kt.dtu.dk
mgabj@kt.dtu.dk
mh@kt.dtu.dk
male@kt.dtu.dk
mflo@kt.dtu.dk
metg@kt.dtu.dk
mel@kt.dtu.dk
mthy@kt.dtu.dk
mifro@kt.dtu.dk
mkn@kt.dtu.dk
mil@kt.dtu.dk
mlm@kt.dtu.dk
micu@kt.dtu.dk
mim@kt.dtu.dk
moki@kt.dtu.dk
morj@kt.dtu.dk
mofor@kt.dtu.dk
mwa@kt.dtu.dk
ndar@kt.dtu.dk 
nah@kt.dtu.dk
nial@kt.dtu.dk

Research Technician
Associate Professor
PhD Student
Postdoc
PhD Student
PhD Student
Technician manager
Assistant Engineer
Research Assistant
PhD Student
PhD Student
Postdoc
Laboratory Technician
PhD Student
Technician
Project Coordinator
Postdoc
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Associate Professor
Postdoc
PhD Student
Academic Assistant
Postdoc
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Laboratory Technician
Senior Researcher
Laboratory Technician
Researcher
PhD Student
Project manager
Technician
Associate Professor
PhD Student
Postdoc
Head of laboratory
PhD Student
IT Assistant
PhD Student
Postdoc
PhD Student
Postdoc
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NAME      PROFESSION    E-MAIL

Nicolas Smit von Solms
Nikolaj vinterberg Nissen
Nina Wiese Thomsen
Noor Asma Fazli Samad
Ole Hassager
Omar A. H. Daraghmeh
Pablo Kroff
Peam Cheali
Per Ambus
Peter Arendt Jensen
Peter Glarborg
Peter Jørgensen Herslund
Peter mølgaard mortensen
Peter Szabo
Petra Lachouani
Philip Loldrup Fosbøl
Poul Therkild Sørensen
Poul valdemar Andersen
Preben Jørgensen
Preethi Jayaprasannaraj
Pär Tufvesson
Qian Huang
Qiongxiao Wu
Rabia Khalid
Rafiqul Gani
Randi Neerup
Rasmus Lundgaard Christensen
Rasmus Trane-Restrup
Rikke Bagger Jørgensen
Rolf Hoffmeyer Ringborg
Rui Xue
Sabine Reinsch
Sannie Herleen Larsen
Sarah maria Frankær
Sharat Kumar Pathi
Shizhong Zhang
Shuo Yao
Sidsel  marie Nielsen
Signe Sandbech Clausen
Sindhu vudayagiri
Siqiang Qin
Stefan Heiske
Stefan mogensen
Stig Wedel
Stine Hansen
Sune Tjalfe Thomsen
Suzan Sagar Hassouneh
Sønnik Clausen

nvs@kt.dtu.dk
nvn@kt.dtu.dk
nwie@kt.dtu.dk
nas@kt.dtu.dk
oh@kt.dtu.dk
odar@kt.dtu.dk
pdkr@kt.dtu.dk
pche@kt.dtu.dk
peam@kt.dtu.dk
paj@kt.dtu.dk
pgl@kt.dtu.dk
pjh@kt.dtu.dk
pmm@kt.dtu.dk
ps@kt.dtu.dk
alac@kt.dtu.dk
plf@kt.dtu.dk
ptsq@kt.dtu.dk
pva@kt.dtu.dk
prej@kt.dtu.dk
pjay@kt.dtu.dk 
pt@kt.dtu.dk
qh@kt.dtu.dk
qw@kt.dtu.dk
rakh@kt.dtu.dk
rag@kt.dtu.dk
rand@kt.dtu.dk
smus@kt.dtu.dk
rt@kt.dtu.dk
rijq@kt.dtu.dk
rolri@kt.dtu.dk
rxue@kt.dtu.dk
sare@kt.dtu.dk
slar@kt.dtu.dk
saf@kt.dtu.dk
skp@kt.dtu.dk
shiz@kt.dtu.dk
shy@kt.dtu.dk
sa@kt.dtu.dk
sicl@kt.dtu.dk
sivu@kt.dtu.dk
siq@kt.dtu.dk
shei@kt.dtu.dk
smog@kt.dtu.dk
sw@kt.dtu.dk
sha@kt.dtu.dk
sunt@kt.dtu.dk
shas@kt.dtu.dk
sqcl@kt.dtu.dk

Associate Professor
Technician
Laboratory Technician
Postdoc
Professor
Postdoc
Postdoc
PhD Student
Research Specialist
Senior Researcher
Professor
PhD Student
PhD Student
Associate Professor
PhD Student
Assistant Professor
Technician
Laboratory Technician
Laboratory Technician
IT Supporter
Postdoc
PhD Student
PhD Student
Laboratory Trainee
Professor
Assistant
marine Engineer
PhD Student
Senior Researcher
PhD Student
PhD Student
Postdoc
Laboratory Technician
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Researcher
Postdoc
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Project manager
Associate Professor
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Senior Researcher
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STAFF CONTINUED

NAME      PROFESSION    E-MAIL

Søren Heintz
Søren Hvilsted
Søren Kiil
Søren vestergaard madsen
Tao Feng
Teis Nørgaard mikkelsen
Thomas Bisgaard
Tobias Thomsen
Tomas Fernqvist
Tommy Latrache
Tran Thuong Dang
Trubetskaya Anna
Trung Ngoc Trinh
Ulla Lilholt
Ulrich Krühne
Ulrik Birk Henriksen
Ulrika Törnvall
vibeke Christiansen
vijaya Krishna Bodla
vikas Narayan
Watson Lima Afonso Neto
Weigang Lin
Xiaodong Liang
Yao Guo
Zacarias Tecle
Zsofia Kadar
Zsuzsa Sarossy
Aase vinther Hjorth

PhD Student
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Engineer
PhD Student
Senior Researcher
PhD Student
Research Assistant
Laboratory Technician
Technician
Laboratory Technician
PhD Student
PhD Student
Purchaser
Associate Professor
Senior Researcher
Postdoc
Administrative Coordinator
PhD Student
PhD Student
PhD Student
Senior Researcher
PhD Student
PhD Student
Laboratory Technician
Researcher
Postdoc
Secretary

shein@kt.dtu.dk 
sh@kt.dtu.dk
sk@kt.dtu.dk
svm@kt.dtu.dk
taf@kt.dtu.dk
temi@kt.dtu.dk
thbis@kt.dtu.dk
ttho@kt.dtu.dk
fern@kt.dtu.dk
tol@kt.dtu.dk
dt@kt.dtu.dk
atru@kt.dtu.dk
tnt@kt.dtu.dk
ulli@kt.dtu.dk
ulkr@kt.dtu.dk
ubhe@kt.dtu.dk
ulrt@kt.dtu.dk
vic@kt.dtu.dk
vikb@kt.dtu.dk
vina@kt.dtu.dk
wan@kt.dtu.dk
wl@kt.dtu.dk
xlia@kt.dtu.dk
yg@kt.dtu.dk
zt@kt.dtu.dk
zska@kt.dtu.dk
zssa@kt.dtu.dk
aavi@kt.dtu.dk
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Giorgio Rossini

Qi Chen

Brianna D. Christian

Sawitree Kalakul

Saranya mangnimit

maxim Shishmarev

Borja valverde Pérez

muhammad Rizwan

muhammad Zaman

Jeff Siirola

Zdravko Kravanja

Songgeng Li

Kirsten Schuh

melanie Hellinger

Hanne Risbjerg Sørensen

visiting Researcher

visiting mSc student

visiting mSc student

visiting mSc student

visiting mSc student

visiting mSc student

visiting ERASmUS student

visiting PhD student

visiting PhD student

visiting Professor

visiting Professor

visiting Professor

visiting PhD student

visiting PhD student

visiting Innovation and Science manager

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Industrial PhD Student

Københavns Energi A/S

FLSmidth

FLSmidth

Novo Nordisk A/S

FORCE Technology

Aarhus Karlshamn Denmark A/S

FLSmidth A/S

H. Lundbeck A/S

Haldor Topsøe A/S

GEA NIRO

Danfoss IXA

Universita Politecnica delle marche, Italy

University of Kansas, USA

University of Kansas, USA

PPC Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

PPC Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

mendeleev University of Chemical Technology of Russia, Russia

University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain

KAIST University, South Korea

KAIST University, South Korea

Purdue University, USA

University of maribor, Slovenia

Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany

KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany

DONG A/S

Ane Høyer mollerup

Anders Rooma Nielsen

David Bøgh

Gry Ravn Jespersen

Jan Jørgensen

Jeppe Lindegaard Hjorth

Linda Kaare Nørskov

michael Jønch Pedersen

Peter Nicolai Ravnborg vennestrøm

Thomas Petersen

Thomine Stolberg-Rohr

GUESTS

INDUSTRIAL PHDS

NAME     PROFESSION   FROM 

NAME     PROFESSION   COMPANy 
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THE FACULTY 2012

Jens Abildskov

Associate Professor

Claus Beier

Head of Programme

Karsten H. Clement

Professor (Docent)

Kim Dam-Johansen

Professor, 

Head of Dept.

Anders Egede Daugaard

Assistant Professor

Rafiqul Gani

Professor

Krist v. B. Gernaey

Associate Professor

Peter Glarborg

Professor

Ole Hassager

Professor

Søren Hvilsted

Professor (Research 

manager)

Jakob Kjøbsted Huusom 

Assistant Professor

Anker D. Jensen

Professor

Gunnar Jonsson

Associate Professor

Sten Bay Jørgensen

Professor Emeritus

Philip Fosbøll,

Assistant Professor 

Søren Kiil

Associate Professor

Georgios m. Kontogeorgis

Professor

Ulrich Krühne

Associate Professor

Anne meyer

Professor

michael L. michelsen

Professor (Docent)

Alexander A. Shapiro

Associate Professor

manuel Pinelo

Associate Professor

Kim Pilegaard

Professor

Anne Ladegaard Skov

Associate Professor

Nicolas von Solms

Associate Professor

Peter Szabo

Associate Professor

Kaj Thomsen

Associate Professor

Stig Wedel

Associate Professor

John Woodley

Professor

Hanne Østergård 

Research Specialist

Lars Georg Kiørboe

Technical manager

Karsten H. Reichstein 

Deputy Director 

 John villadsen

Professor Emeritus

Gürkan Sin

Associate Professor

Jørn Dalgaard mikkelsen

Professor
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DEPARTmENTAL SEmINARS AT DTU CHEmICAL ENGINEERING IN 2012

JANUARy 31

Dr. Ryan L. Hartman, University of Alabama, USA

“Engineering Heterogeneous Reactions in micro-scale Laminar Flow for Fine Chemicals Processing”

FEBRUARy 28

Senior Scientist Constance Senior, ADA Environmental Solutions, USA

“Behavior of Trace Elements in Combustion Systems”

APRIL 12

Associate Professor Shelley S. Anna, Carnegie Mellon University, USA

“Interfacial Transport and mechanics at the microscale”

MAy 15

Dr. Jan Pfeffer, Evonik Industries Ag, germany

“Conversion of Renewable Raw materials into Fine Chemicals”

JUNE 14

Dr. Simone Bastianoni, University of Siena, Italy

“To Be or Not To Be… Sustainable”

SEPTEMBER 13

Dr. Jeffrey J. Siirola, Purdue University & Carnegie Mellon University, USA

“Thoughts on Sustainability, Energy, Renewable Resources, and Shale”

OCTOBER 4

Tony Moorwood, Infochem Computer Services Ltd., UK

“Physical Property modelling – The Commercial Point of view”

NOVEMBER 7

Professor Jörg Hübner, Director DTU Danchip, DK

“Research collaboration with DTU Danchip”

NOVEMBER 29

Professor Steven Holdcroft, Simon Fraser University, Canada

“Nano-Scale morphology and Conductivity of Proton Conducting membranes”
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